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A Good Government Job? Alpha Leadership
by George wilson___________ ____________________________ _
For many African Americans there was a time when a “good
government job” meant a reasonably comfortable ride on the
road to success. The trip was fairly smooth until some of us
wanted promotions. This desire to climb the ladder was met
with a concerted effort on the part of some to remove the ladder’s rungs.
Now, this issue is being addressed by Re. Albert Wynn (DMD), who was recently joined by members of the Gongressional Black Caucus and others in launching a crusade to
end racial discrimination in tile federal workibrce. yyynn represents more federal employees than any other members of Con 
gress. More than 72,000 federal government workers live in his
district.

Mentoring Program

employees and seem to be sending a clear signal that “if you
work here, it’s going to be a bumpy ride.”
Finally, the Library of Congress employs approximately 2000

by Dianne Speights

African Americans who have been locked in a bitter struggle
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with its management over hiring and promotion practices.
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Congress employees, notes that some interviewees are asked
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English at the Library of Congress,” Thorpe noted.
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Joyce Thorpe, an attorney employed by the Library of commitment to the Alpha
questions that others are not “When you go in there for a job’
interview, you should be asked the same questions as the per
son who went in before you. That interview protocol makes
everything objective. The questions should be related to
whether or not you can perform the job that you are applying
for. You should not be asked if you have a masters in Spanish
of a PhD in engineering if you are applying to be a file clerk in

These days just having the job is not enough, wynn said,
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African Amencans have been

However, many are not
reaching their full potential
because they tend to be influ
enced by surroundings which
do not place strong emphasis
on education and preparation
for the future,” Givens said.
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founder of the movement

licly apologized for confronting
and insulting an 8-year-old
African customer.
Husein Steve Atari, owner of
Harold’s Market at 1145 12th
Avenue S, issued the apology
to Antonio Clark, his mother
Angela dark and the entire
African community during a
news conference Monday at
the Uhuru House, headquarters
of the local branch of the National People’s Democratic
Uhum Movement
Atari and Mohammed Jaber,
former owner ofHarold’s Mar
ket, agreed to the demands
made by the Uhuru Move
ment-made on behalf of the
African community’s inter-

L-R: Uhuru founder .Omali Yeshitela and Arab merchants Julio Jadallah, Mohammad Jaber and Husein Steve Atari dis
cuss agreement with Harold’s Market
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ket and its owners made by the

As Yeshitela put forth as part

ans ever since have been treat
ed paiasitically by Israelis and
by many Americas as well.
Yet, as Yeshitela wait on,
‘‘Noting people in our commu
nity have the same relationship
with the police as young Pales
tinians do with Israeli troops in
occupied Palestine.”
Both Atari and Jaber, as well
as Julio Jadallah, another Arab
merchant also present at the
meeting, expressed agreement
with that analysis.
“we’ve got to foige a relationship based on mutual
respect that no longer is parasitic,” added Yeshitela, recall
ing for those present the welldocumented history of com
plaints among African con
sumers in St Petersburg and
other US cities over disrespect,
mistreatment, overly high
prices and less than quality

of an historical analysis during
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the news conference, Palestini

Arab merchants. see pg. 7
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A Good Government Job? Alpha
by George wilson__________ ____________________________ _
For many African Americans there was a time when a “good
government job” meant a reasonably comfortable ride on the
road to success. The trip was fairly smooth until some of us
wanted promotions. This desire to climb the ladder was met
with a concerted effort on the part of some to remove the ladder’s rungs.
Now, this issue is being addressed by Re. Albert Wynn (DMD), who was recently joined by members of the Congressional Black Caucus and others in launching a crusade to
end racial discrimination in tile federal workibrce. yyynn represents more federal employees than any other members of Con 
gress. More than 72,000 federal government workers live in his
district.
These days just having the job is not enough, wynn said,
“People want to move forward. They want to move up into
management. They are not just satisfied with a good govern
ment job.”
If one needs proof that Jim Crow is alive and quite well in the

employees and seem to be sending a clear signal that “if you
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Clubs
Enjoy
Picnic
ST.

PETERSBURG

-

The Southside and Northside Boys and Girls Qub
held their annual picnic at
Ft. DeSoto Beach on wednesday, July 16.
The clubs’ summer enrichment program serves over
200 boys and girls from Jordan Park, Jamestown and
surrounding areas. The great
picnic, as its known, is just
one of many fon-filled days
during their summer program. It’s a fun-filled day
when club members, games,
sports and good food.
The Southside and Northside Boys and Girls Qub
host this event to continue
providing wholesome guidance and prevention pro
grams to southside and
northside youth. Last year
both clubs served over 500
African-American boys and
girls.
with community support,
the Southside and Northside
Boys & Girls Club feel they
are able to reach out and
make a difference in the lives
of disadvantaged youth who
may not have the opportunities otherwise. Qub directors
Mr. Murphy (SS)and Mr.
Atkins (NS) express appreci-

ST. PETERSBURG

ation to everyone who helps
the Boys & Girls Club be the

by
Bob Gilder

“Positive Place for Kids.”
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At The
Sanderlin
Center
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lines four goals in the areas of

mas is through tutoring,
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job or wish you had some
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specifically (1) 100 tutors to

public safety. Today, we will

work with students in the tar

training to find one and be

look kt the education compo

happy, join the James B.

nent of the plan.

students through four years

its new program Career Ex

tion portion involves increas

of high school until then-

ploration, a workshop gear

ing the number of young

graduation in the year 2001;

ed for young adults 18-21,

people (ages 18-29) living in

and (3) another 250. tutors to

preferably students who are

the inner city who have high

read to third grade students

enrolled in GED, finished

school diplomas.

after school and during the

ln order to achieve any of
the goals of Challenge 2001,

This workshop is designed

the city must work in partner

to empower youth in making

ship with citizens, other gov

appropriate career decision,

ernmental agencies, local

career counseling, identify
their interests and aptitudes,

businesses and non-profit

problem solving in develop-

inter-group cooperation is

organizations. This type of

ing a vocational plan for

especially key in meeting the

themselves, effective com

educational goals of Chal-

munications skills, leader-

lenge 2001, where the coun-

ship skills, education and

ty school board, private edu

requirements,

one final part of the educa
tion plan is to offer GED
training at the city’s three
recreation centers in the tar

And now it is. Play The Florida Lotto Perfect. Summer. Buy a $5 or more Florida

get area: Wildwood, Campbell and Frank Pierce. GED
certification

courses

are

already offered at the Enoch

Lotto ticket between July 20 and August 30, and receive an entry coupon to send

DavfyCepte^
St. Petersburg Together is 6t
weekly column prepared for
The Weekly Challenger by

in for your chance to win one of 40 Carnival cruise vacations. Plus an extra $1000

the city ofSt. Petersburg.

follow incoming freshman

In basic terms, the educa-

experience

Summer’s gotta be better than this

get areas; (2) 250 mentors to

Sanderlin Family Center for

school diploma.

demand for tutors and mentors to work with our city’s
students.
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with certificate or a- high

will step forward to meet the

summer months.
Local corporations have already stepped forward to

cash to spend any way you like, It could be the best summer you’ve ever had.

We
Welcome
Your
Lettersto
the Editor

Florida Lottery

offer their employees as
tutors. The city will also be
looking to local college and
university students to assist in
the effort. Following the
national volunteer summit
held in Philadelphia this past
April, Mayor Fischer is optimistic that the community

salary and projected outlook.
Individuals will be able to
identify strengths and limitations and how to plan for
their future goals of employment.
The workshop is planned
for 24 hours or 10 sessions
two hours each. Cumculum
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Black Britannia:
No Promised Land
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family
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Association
Inc.
/

since
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plan
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incomes.

MEMBER

families

American taxpayers are
working harder than ever

meet-even

THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the worId from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.
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taxpayers to keep more
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history
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IRA laws to encourage
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ents to want to leave

had the farm for 50 years
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vides the largest tax cut
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along with the ever present incense and tee-shirt hawkers were overpowering as I came out of the metro station in Brixton, a district in southwest London, it was
well after 10 o’clock in the evening and the streets still
teemed with people and activity.
For a brief moment I thought I was on the main drag
in Harlem or south central Los Angeles. The area is
about as close as London comes to having an American
style ghetto that I observed during my recent visit to
Britain.
However, there are differences, only about 3% of
London’s more than 300,000 west Indian and 175,000
Africans live in Brixton. They are among the 37 black
and non-black ethnic groups in London. Many of whom
are tightly clustered in areas the British politely call
“ethnic villages,” meaning that they choose to live in an
area because of their cultural and ethnic preferences, not
discrimination.
This is only partly true. In Lambeth Place there were
bars and clubs, filled mostly with young whites next to
Caribbean restaurants filled mostly with blacks. On one
corner, whites hung out and directly across from

them

blacks, on some Brixton streets the houses were
badly deteriorated, littered with trash and the walls
stood

splattered with graffiti. However, on nearby streets
there were neat row houses and apartments, clean
streets, no graffiti and blacks, whites and Asians freely
mixed.
Britain has a load of anti-discrimination laws on the

Maybe We’re Talking to the Wrong Hotel Owners
by John W. Templeton
The best thing that the
NAACP has done in the
past 25 years is to launch
its economic reciprocity

their purchasing decisions.

ing for blacks to pool their

Last month, Air Jamaica

part of their profitability

Salem asked a major North

Six months after the an

hospitality spending for 20

opened a new hub in Mon
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besides the American hotel

US
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and doing business with;
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There are business people

direct flights to Havana.
It is unlikely that the

those customers.
Protests will only produce

good answer, we asked the
black owned. Mechanics

like Jamaican entrepreneur

NAACP will be taken as*

short-term

nouncement of the

first

report card, President Kweisi
Mfume called for a with
drawal of patronage from
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National
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allowing

also
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Gordon “Butch” Stewart.

seriously as it should until
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merited a C should add an
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success
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where
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That and the fact that the

to
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In
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try
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the first bank right across’
the street. The moral of the

ownership

additional level of pressure.

resort hotel ranking in the

and other issues that show

world. Fresh from that suc-

a willingness to provide a

It’s hard to sustain nega
tive action over a long peri

ferred somewhere else.
In addition to moving our

od of time, a fact that the
chain owners are banking

been the industries that
have rushed to achieve

story‘ is: when people don’t

return on the billions that
African Americans spend

cess, Stewart has launched
a new resort chain called
Beaches.* He has also taken

business off-shore, we
should also partner with
entrepreneurs like Stewart

inclusion. Our mistake was

somewhere else. They’ll

to give up our leverage by

come looking for you.

allowing

procurement;

on hospitality.
Joining the NAACP in

on. They also have the lux-

over the formerly govern

to build facilities in the US.

ury of feeling that we have

ment owned Air -Jamaica,

the battle are more than

no alternatives but to deal

building if into the largest

protest,
strategy. Competition is the"

150 national organizations
that have promised to use
the NAACP report card in

with them.
However,
broadcaster
Tony Brown has been call-

foreign-owned carrier out
of Miami International
Airport.

visibly prospering middle class. I noted that many busi-

Managed Care ExcludingMany
Black Physicians

ness and professional persons bustled about the streets

by Michica N. Guillory

books. Blacks live in all areas of London and there is a

Bay,

Boycotts

are

a

worst nightmare of the
chain owners. In a variety
of industries, a substantial

recording industry, it has

our,

own

want your business, take it

hotels,

baseball leagues and movie
theaters to go tinder.
Twenty years ago, a
newspaper in Winston-

Historical Project Documents
African-American Legacy

sicians also accuse the

oral components to the

A coalition of several prestigious African-American organizations has released the

while managed care is

managed cafe system of

exam that can take up to

long-awaited details of HOLDINGS (holding our library documents insures nobility,

attache cases, drove late model cars and had their ears

two days to complete.

greatness and strength), a historical initiative designed to document the African-

tightening the reins on

locking black and minori

glued to cell phones.
There are several black MPs in the House of

health care costs,, it is vir-

ty doctors out of the physi

Carroll said board certifi-

tually

black

cian networks of HMOs

cation isnot a good indica

preservation of historical information of African-American life. The goal of the pro

Commons and one in the House of Lords, The black

doctors. Medicaid patients

and PPOs. They say that

tor of a doctor’s capabili-

ject is to preserve and distribute the historical and intellectual properties of black peo-

middle class has gotten a huge boost from Britain’s eco-

who

board certification is one

ties. And while she is certi-

ple throughout the Diaspora. HOLDINGS will also provide technical assistance to

nomic boom. The unemployment rate overall is low.

treated by black doctors

tool being

used to deny

fied, the doctors consider

historically black colleges, universities and other institutions collecting and preserv-

There are major construction projects everywhere.

them access.
Few black doctors are

certification a method 40

ing priceless archival documents. The project will begin its international preservation

are now being targeted by

exclude mostly minority

efforts with the support of the Encyclopedia Africana Project (EAP) in Accra, Ghana,

board certified because

in expensive suits and designer dresses. They carried

The new Labour government and its new Prime

strangling
were

traditionally

American experience. HOLDINGS is expected to have a monumental impact on the

Minister Tony Blair recently dumped two decades of

their white colleagues.
Dr. Natalie Carroll, a

Tory rule and is working hard to give the appearance

historically they haven’t

managed

EAP is expected to encompass approximately 10 million words in several volumes.

Houston obstetrican/gyne-

doctors.
overall,

that it is committed to greater political and economic

seen certification as a ben

care business is wreaking

Items to be archived include: selected writings of WEB DuBois, the Bible given to

cologist and board mem
ber of the National Medi-

eficial move.
African-American fami-

havoc with the patient-doc-

Abraham Lincoln by slaves upon their release

tor relationship.
“Managed care

Bethune.

empowerment for blacks.
But many blacks aren’t convinced that the years of

cal Association, explained

with state-of-the-art equipment provided by the National Council for Black Studies,
the

is

a

portion of black doctors’

ly practitioner Nolon Jones
explains, “Minority doc-

Brixton and Notting Hill sections of London and other

client base consisted of

tors didn’t initially need

facade. The programs are
set up with controls that

British cities from the 1960s through the mid-1980s that

Medicaid and Medicare

board certification to par

interfere with medical prac

was sparked by violence and racial discrimination. The

patients, while white doc-

ticipate in plans that exist-

tices and tell doctors what

riots made headlines worldwide, tore away the facade of

tors typically worked on a

ed before managed care.

they can and cannot do,”

British liberalism, deeply shocked and embarrassed the

fee-for-service basis.

Jones said.

British government and made the world aware that

As managed care was
ushered in to control

So many? didn’t get it or
keep it if they did get’ it.
There was no advantage to

aged care lockout is attrib

re-testing.”
More that just a test,

utable to “blatant discrimi

board certification is a
comprehensive medical

She cited Kansas City as a

exam taken about once
every seven’ years and the

controversy where black

racial neglect are a thing of the past. They remember the

that historically, a large

riots and the militant demonstrations that rocked the

racism deeply stained the Union Jack.
It’s not only the past that makes many black Britons

health care costs, doctors’

wonder just how far Britain has come from shedding its

fees decreased,

racism and colonial past, but it’s these present-day

many white doctors to go
after Medicaid patients to
make up the difference in

problems.

Racially motivated violence. Britain has the highest
rate of racial hate crimes in western Europe. The num
ber of reported physical assaults ranging from racial
harassment to murder have tripled during the past seven
years.

Housing. Racial discrimination is far from dead.
Many blacks complain that landlords and real estate

forcing

income, Carroll said.

Dr. Carroll said the man

nation on a national level.”
hotbed for managed care
doctors successfully sued a
local insurance company

many African-American

exams are. specific to par
ticular fields such as radi

for exclusionary practices

doctors with a shrinking

ology,, dentistry or oph-

of its HM0.

clientele and income.
African-Amprican phy

thamology. In some fields,

This move in turn, left

there are both written arid

agents refuse to rent and to sell to them. But the problem is not just housing discrimination. In 1995 and
1996, black protestors forced 33 town councils in
London to take legal action against white tenants who
taunted, threatened and harassed black tenants.

Employment. The black unemployment rate in
Britain is officially triple that of whites. And as in the
US black youth are hit the hardest. They have an unem
ployment rate of nearly 30%.

The total circulation of sunday newspaper editions in
lie is 62.5 mill ion.

we welcome Your Letters
to The Editor

Send vour letters to:
2500 - 9th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33707

and the writings of Mary McLeod

..

"It’s not just
my problem

anymore.
After the accident, I was
overwhelmed by pain and
financial corries, so hiring
an experienced personal
injury attorney was the
smartest thing I ever did. He
handled everything, from
arranging doctors1 exams
and depositions to
preparing me for court!"

When you have physical and
financial problems after an
accident, hiring an
experienced Sawyer will save
you a lot off headaches
We do not charge for our
legal services unless your
case is settled or won.
ATTORNEY AT LAW

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II
Tampa: 205 West Buffalo Ave., Suite 103
Tampa, FL 33603 - (813) 237-3560
Clearwater / St. Petersburg - (813) 443-1835
Bradenton / Sarasota - (813) .748-2952
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Marilyn Buckner

Gibbs
Class Of
1958
ST.

PETERSBURG

NEWS

-

E
A

Members of the Gibbs High

L

of 16th Street Middle School

D

class of 1958 and members

I

class of 19555 will hold their

N

monthly meeting at 2:30 pm

E

S

READING IS
ITAMINS FOR THE MIND

DEADLINE
IS 4 EM.
MONDAY

on Saturday, July 26 at the
Sanderlin Center, 2333 22nd
Avenue S. Plans are on the

A funny thing happened on
the way to a beauty supply

depend on minorities for their
business to succeed.

drawing board for the 40th
reunion, so it’s urgent that all
classmates attend to finalize

store. The punchline will come

These outlets seldom if ever

later. I had a purchase of $15

give back to the community.

plans.

and proceeded to write a check,

No contributions to fund-rais

only to be informed that the

ing events or sponsorships

Law
Enforcement
Appreciation
Day Program

Beauty Supply doesn’t accept

towards positive events hap

checks. I inquired why not

pening in the Oearwater area.

-with proper identification-

I’m tough on these incidents

only to be shown a posted

because they are insulting,

check dated 1987 for NSFs. I

degrading and demeaning,

asked if it had been that long

especially when it is our dollars

since this business had a

that kept them in business. I no

LARGO - The pastor and

returned check since it’s a very

longer will spend my green

members of Moore’s Chapel

busy business located in High-

backs with any business that

AME Church, 3037 Fairfield

land Square, whose business

respects the dollar and not the

Avenue S, St Petersbuig will

depends 100% on black patron

customer. This also tells blacks

honor the men and women of

age. No valid reason was given.

we are second class consumers
in their eyes. Convenience to

ions, MKS Fashions and other

July 27 at the 11 am worship

these businesses are no excuse.

“alphabet” named outlets to

service.

Discrimination in any form is

women dedicate their lives to

not excusable and will not be
tolerated. So, the next time you
visit your local alphabet beauty

protecting and serving the

ing NO. All these outlets ate

supply stores, think twice

owned and operated by south

The appreciation service will

before entering.Are they happy

east Asians whose doors, are

be hosted by the minority law

to accommodate you as a cus

enforcement

tomer and consumer of their

Pinellas County. The public is

I proceeded to go to B&T Fash

inquire if they accepted peisonal checks from their customers.
AU responded with a resound

kept open by black customers.
Only Emerald Gty, which is a
black-owned

establishment,

accepted checks from its cus

goods or happy to see your
greenbacks with a wandering

tomers. This dose-knit plaza all

eye on you while you’re shop
ping? It’s your choice.

caters primarily to black cus

The punchline? There isn’t

tomers. The presumption is that

one. There never is one where

our checks will bounce, proven

discriminatory practices are

or not

involved. Your local NAACP,

As long as these practices are
acceptable or we become com
placent due to convenience of
location and accept this treat
ment it will continue, why
burst these doois in to make
purchases when

the only

respect is for your dollars, not
you the customer? These overt

and subliminal practices should
not be tolerated. Many of you
take your children to these
establishments only to expose
them to these acceptable unfair
practices.

North Greenwood Association, ministers and community
activist groups should investi
gate these practices thoroughly.

Community Calendar
SgL Allen Moore Communi
ty Partnership invites commu
nity members to attend their
partnership meeting every 2nd
Thursday of each month at
7:30 pm . Your support is great
ly needed in the effort to reduce
drugs and crimes in the North
Greenwood community. Meet
ings are held at 1201 NBetty

Nearly every business accepts

law enforcement on Sunday,
These

men

Pinellas County community
each and every day.

personnel

of

invited to attend this most spe
cial and joyous service.
The keynote speaker will be
State Sen. James HargietL
State, county, city govern
ment and criminal justice and
law enforcement officials have
been invited to attend to foige a
cooperative partnership between law enforcement and
the community. Together we
can make a difference.
For further information, contact SgL Lendel Bright at 5286738.

Hellenic
Council

Meeting
ST.

PETERSBURG

-

Lane.
Your community, civic and

The Pan-Hellenic Council

cards, and of course, cash for

church news can be sent to me

will hold its monthly meet

purchases. It is a courtesy

at POBox 6941, Oearwater

ing at 10 am on Saturday,

extended to all its customers.

33758.

July 26 at the Enoch Davis

checks, credit cards, check

Not one of these alphabet businesses gave one legitimate rea
son, thus the reason, racism. H’s
ironic since these minorities

My column views do not nec

Center, 111118th Avenue N.

essarily represent the views of

All Greek fraternities and

die Challenger or its advertiser

sororities, presidents and

orsubscribeis.

YOU'RE LOOKING FOR YOUR
FIRST HOME BUT EVERYTHING
YOU SEE NEEDS WORK.
MAKE SURE YOU HAVE THE
RIGHT TOOL FOR THE JOB.

and

If the thought of working with any or all of the above makes you
nervous, relax. Because the only tool you need to know howto use
is a pen. That's all it takes to sign HUD's 203{k) Rehab Mortgage,
which allows you to purchase a house and finance repairs and

renovations in one low monthly payment. So if you find sabre saws,
mitre boxes, and reversible drills downright intimidating, pickup
a pen and ask your real estate agent for details about HUD's
203(k) Rehab Mortgage. We’ll help you own a piece of America.

representatives are encour
aged to be present. For for-

Fast Start
Your Career
ST. PETERSBURG -Are
you looking for an opportu
nity to build a brighter
future?
iPTECSt.

Consortia, Inc.

Business People For Better Development

placement in 8-10 weeks.

When you deal with these
companies. Consortia
guarantees the highest
quality & the best of service.

DAN’s UPHOLSTERY

Support is available to cover
the cost of training and pro

tersburg

gram supplies as well as day
care and transportation. Call
893-2500 ext. 1043.

Florida Department of Edu-

south of 13th Ave. N, St.

cation

Petersburg.

Florida

Why not join? Call 898-8827

you in the obtaining and job

Eligibility: You should live

the

TO QUALIFIED BUYERS ONLY

ident, at 864-3081.

preparation training and job

your
solution.
Through a grant from the
and

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban-Development

Ella Morehead, council pres

funds are available to assist

Pe-

may be

ther information, contact

Deadline is July 31,1997.

Department of Corrections,

READING IS VITAL
FOR THE MIND!
~ Need a Lawyer?
Call 539-0295 24 hrs.

Rosemarie Swan. Esq,
Johnson & Swan, P.A.
Clearwater
11+ Years Experience
ReaI Estate ° Criminai ° Business»
EmpIoyment»FamiIy

Call for a $20 Consultation!
Competitive Rates. Flat Fees Available.

The Suncoast’s New
Music Leader
featuring
*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F 6-10am.
*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe
Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Tony
King. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
*Michael St. Baron. Evenings 7pm12am.
*Weekends feature Troy Ward
Saturday mornings
and SUnday with Heavenly
Inspirations.

A.L. GREEN

898-8827

Asphalt Pavement & Concrete Work
Fill Dirt & Top Soil

2366 Kingston S.
Digital Beeper 429-7771
St. Petersburg, FL 33711 Cellular Phone 327-1863
480-0590

32 Years Experience
we [provide in-home estimates
Form Rubber cushions, 4 in.
thick
22x22, cut to fit - $13.50
5 yd. chair, labor & fabric - $169.50
10 yd. sofa, labor & fabric - $299.50

Crown Automobile Representative

ul/Z

William “Ikemba” Crowley
Special Accounts Manager

(§

Tues.-Sat. 10-7
License # 35484

Specializing In Fashion Jewelry
and Hand Bags
“The Look, The Price,
Simply The Best”

(813) 323-3462

405 - 49th Street South

Financial Options Available For Everyone
call Now About
ProgramsOC& Uiscour
Dlscoun
----0 — Special "vyi
JsAA/e Tihp
M . <31113
...
_
save

Inquire About Bonus
Referral

,
5326 34th St. N.
St Pete FI
. rete, FL33714

Time & Money - Call William Befof
Buying Anywhere Else!

Fax:
Phoner>
.rnonePager/Voice Mail:

813-526-75

810 w

Annie’s Hair Boutique

327-9792

Annie Thomas, Proprietor
Press & curls

REQUEST LINE 864-1600

Stylists: Annie Thomas, Barbara Maddox, Brenda Johnson, Natalie Hill

Serving Pinellas and Hillsborough Counties.

Nail Technician Needed

The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision that should not be
based solely on advertising. Before you decide, ask us for free
information about our qualifications and experience.

575 - 49th Street Siuth, St. Petersburg, FL 33707 • (813) 323-0269

6850 Central Avenue / P.O. Box 43999
St. Petersburg, FL 33743-3999

Specializing in damaged nair • Let my fingers work wonders for your hair.

Booth For Rent

'

(813) 347-7283
Fax (813) 345-5858

ac

oio-525-4S
813-529-71

A Full Service Salon and Boutique Items We’ll Pamper You!

FOR Advertising CALL
RlNITA ANDERSON, SALES MANAGER

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

“Your Budget Decorator”

T»1
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Entrepreneurial Graduation

dreams and aspirations.
Other

dignitaries

who

spoke are Councilman Ernest
Fillyau, who put into motion
a grant for this kind of train
ing; Dr. Marvin Davies, Atty.
Yate Cutliff, president of the
board of directors of St.
Petersbuig Employment and
Economic

Development

Corporation; Minson Rubin,
class president.
Marva Dennard made final
remarks. She offered congratulations to the first graduates
of this highly achieving program. She said, “You deserve
the very best life has to offer.
Saturday, July 19, relatives,

must go to college in order to
be successful. He assured'

ST. PETERSBURG-On

You haven’t seen

You have achieved your

RETIREMENT LIVING

diploma; your community

friends and the community

graduates that receiving train

offers you a challenge as you

witnessed the first black

ing and having certificates of

go forward to establish your-

entrepreneurial graduation at

completion for business plans

self in your chosen business.” I

the SPJC Allstate campus.

in areas of day care, plumb-

Thirty-three students receiv

ing, electrical work, yard

ed certificates of completion

maintenance, retail stores,

and participation, 23 of them

transportation, medical bill

completed business plans.

ing, clubs, alteration shops

The theme wras “1 Believe I

and restaurants were just as

CanHy.”

essential and as important as

Doug Jamerson was the
keynote speaker. He ener
gized the graduates by break
ing the myth that everyone

until

you’ve seen a SuNRiSE.
Fine Dining, Transportation, Linen Service,
Security, Housekeeping,Activities

Sunrise
At NORTH <U(TRi;

(813)

receiving a college degree.

823-1571

He stressed the importance of
setting goals and letting nothing deter you from your

A Senior Living Community ,
Assisted Living Facility #5337
939 Beach Drive NE
St. Petersburg, FL 33701
We accept all residents without regard to
race, creed, color, sex, age, religion,
disability or national origin.

“WE APOLOGIZE!!”
■TOGETHER FORWARD

On Wednesday, July 2, 1997 one of our employees at Harold’s
Market insulted Antonio Clark, an 8-year old African customer.
• We have fired the employee!
• We are very sorry for what occurred. We extend our full and sincere apologies to
Antonio, his family, and the entire African community in St. Petersburg.
• We have pledged to teat the entire community in which we do business with total
respect.
• We have signed an agreement to upgrade the quality of our merchandise; to clean up
our store; to make our prices as competitive and customer-friendly as possible; and to
treat all of our customers with the respect they deserve!
We see this agreement with the National People’s Democratic Uhuru Movement, in
the interest of the African Community, as the beginning of a close relationship
between the African Community and Arab merchants based upon mutual respect!
Sincerely,
Steve Atari, Owner

Harold’s Market
1145 12th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
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Broadway Theatre Project Welcomes Jasmine Guy

Jackie Robinson
Is Honored By
Gold Coin
WASHINGTON, DC -

TAMPA- As apprentices
in Ann Reinking’s Broad-

Baseball great Jackie Robin
son, who died in 1972, is still
achieving firsts. The man

markable,
unforgettable
American who elevated both
our national pastime and our

way Theatre Project enter
their final week of study, an-

whose barrier-breaking entry

The US Mint is taking

other celebrity guest artist

into Major League Baseball

orders for the gold and silver

offers sage advice on how to

helped to open professional

succeed in show business.

commemorative coins. As a
result of an act of Congress

pearing as Velma Kelly in

sports to talented minorities
now has become the first
African American to be hon-

the national touring compa-

ored with a US gold coin.

Jasmine Guy, currently ap

national ideals.”

the US government is issuing
100,000 gold coins and
200,000

silver

coins

to

ny of the Tony award win-

“A place on the nation’s

observe the 50th anniversary

ning hit Chicago, conducted

coinage is one of the highest

of Robinson’s historic 1947

a seminar on July 18 then

tributes we bestow on one of

breaking of the color barrier

got back on the plane to be

our own,” said Mint director
Philip N. Diehl. “This pro

more information, call 1-800-

eram commemorates a re

MINT-USA (646-8872).

on stage for the evening performance at the Shubert

in major league baseball. For

First Time Home
Buyers To Profit From
Low Interest Mortgages

Theatre in Chicago, IL. The
seminar was held at the Uni
versity of South Florida
main campus. Guy, also
known to television audi
ences from the popular
NBC series A Different
World, held a question and
answer session with the
students.
The Broadway Theatre

apprentices from across the

which can be used for

ate income families buy safe,

tional loans, enable families

decent housing, Gov. Chiles

previously priced out of the
buy a home.

ment assistance. The funds,
RECD, VA, FHAor conven

The intense 3-week pro-

Saturday, July 26 at the

announces. Provided through
the Florida Housing Finance

program, now in its 7th year.

dents learn from masters of

Ann Reinking. Classes are

gram concludes with Broad-

Tampa Bay Performing Arts

Agency ’s 1997 Series 1, 2

To reach lower income

“Musical

an

the stage and screen in a

held at USF and the Tampa

way ‘97, a musical revue

Center’s Playhouse.

and 3 single family bond

families, $5 million of the

indigenous art form which

variety of areas. Guest artists

Bay Performing Arts Center.

featuring all 112 students on

issue, the program provides

funding will be set aside for

must be kept alive,” says

for

30 year fixed mortgages at a

qualified home buyers at a

founder and Tony award

include Guy, Joel Grey,

low 6.7% interest rate.

special 5.5% interest rate. On

week training program for

cal theater skills, over 100

est mortgages are availble to
help Florida’s low to moder-

Tommy Tune, Pat Birch and

country participate in the

in strengthening their musi

gage rates anu uowu pay-

winner Ann Reinking. Stu-

Project is an intensive threestudents seriously interested

TALLAHASSEE - More
than $94 million in low inter-

theater

is

the

1997

Best Seller
Book Sale

program

Rambling
charles
Howard

“Yesterday has gone, forget it.
Today is here, use it.
Tomorrow may not come,
so don’t wait on it.”

and enjoyment that we let you know about past and upcom
ing reunions in and out of the city.

Forehand Family Reunion
of rela
tives came to our Sunshine City. The descendants of Henry
Beginning on Friday the 18th, hordes and hordes

and Amy Bell Forehand celebrated their 5th reunion and

Patricia Tyner, Myrtle Moss, Tonya Albury, Bertha

a chat and chew, registration, get acquainted session. The

Williams.

Chiles

able to households earning

said. “Low interest mort-

65% or less of the area medi

presents the Best Seller book

children’s storytime by Lacy

gages give Florida families

an income. They may alsc

sale. Thousands of books at

the Clown on Saturday at 5

the boost they need to buy

qualify for 0% interest, sec

great prices at Bay Area Out-

pm and by Ring-A-Ding-

their first home and realize

let Mall in Clearwater on Sat-

Ding on Sunday at 2 pm. Call

the American dream.”

ond mortgages of up tc
$15,000 to assist in dowr

urday, Aug. 16 from 10 am to

461-2997 for details.

PLEASE SUPPORT
OUR NEWSPAPER BY
PATRONIZING OUR
ADVERTISERS

Tailored specifically for the

payment and/or closing costs

first-time home buyer, the

For additional informatior

statewide program combines

or a free brochure^ call the

less stringent underwriting

FHA at 904-488-4197. ’

guidelines with lower mort-

Kids-12 Yrs. Old And Under

Until next week, jump to it!

was exciting seeing each other as they had grown through
the years. Soft music played and everyone ate food prepared
by Atwater. Pictures were abundantly taken in the late night

affordable homes,

from noon to 5 pm. Special

Richard Drayton, Sandra McKinnon, Donna Grayson,

chose the Ramada Inn for their stay. Friday night began with
group reminisced about old pictures of childhood days. It

first-served

6 pm and Sunday, Aug. 1/

Send Us News!
If you have informa
tion that might make
a good article for this
paper, send it in, and
we'll try to use it in
an upcoming issue.

newsy tidbits about weekend happenings. It is with pleasure

first-come,

basis, these loans are avail

-

UblbRSbURG

896-2152
Now it’s that time of the week when we share with you

a

opportunity to live in decent,

rrhe YWCA of Tampa Bay

SI.

with

“All Floridians deserve the

home ownership market to

We welcome your letters to the editor.

and the 2nd floor of the Ramada.

1- Little Red Burger
1 - 16 oz. Soda (Your Choice)

1- Large Fry
1-16 oz. Soda (Your Choice)

$1.49

$1.49

Cheese - 15<t Extra

C)n Saturday, the family gathered in the Bethel Metropoli
tan church fellowship hall where again they had breakfast
prepared by Atwaters, a great turnout and enjoyable event.
At 11:30 am, they took a bus tour of the city; sightseeing and
shopping were the happenings of the day. After the tour,
everyone returned to their destination rested then prepared

FRAMING
SPECIAL

lavishly decorated and set for the 70 some family members.

$29.95

Sherry Lynn Howard was mistress of ceremonies, Kimber-

Reg. $74.95

ly Howard was hostess, Valerie Young presented the wel

Up To 24" x 36"

themselves for the banquet in fellowship hall. The hall was

come and occasion. Henry Spike did the invocation and

AFRICAN ART CALLERY
AND CUSTOM FRAMING, INC.
BUck ARTIST

SpeciAliziNq iN AfliicAN arts,
AIMERiCAN ARTS, cloriiES,

CATAloqS

CRAflS ANd JEWElRiES

1907 Drew Street, CIearwater, FL 54625
(815) 461-5552 • (815) 4474728 Fax

Cheese - 25C Extra

$2.69

EMAIL: JOELADE@IX.NETCOM.COM

Cheese - 25# Extra

blessing and family history. Then dinner was served. Leona
was held. Sylvester Jordan rendered two selections on the
saxophone. Due to many family members having to leave

400 - 49th ST. SO.

early, we held our business meeting with Charles Howard in

NEW HOURS:

chaige. Last but not least, gifts were presented to the oldest

Mon.-Sat. 11:00 AM-9 PM
Closed Sunday

presentations. Another Atwater deliciously served meal.
C)n Sunday the group attended Friendship MB church
where cousin, Deacon Leonard Howard and wife Johnnie
Mae are members. After church service, the family jour

1 16 OZ Soda

r'”‘NffWWAYSPiCiAL'™’
l8 Pcs Dark (Leg & Thighs)
.
■ 1 Sm Fries • 4 Dinner Rolls CC|1 Sm Okra *2-16 oz. Soda S'

Cheese - 25< Extra

QQ

‘Food For The Family

From 10:30 A.M.-2 P.M.

AII speciaIs end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

traveled to Alvin Forehand from San Diego, the youngest
family member was Alvin’s grandson. Yours truly made the

"70

1 Big Red Burger
1 Small Fries

13 Pc Dark & Roll......................... $1.99
;2 Wings & Fry & Roll..................$2.39
110 Pc. Dark & 4 Rolls................... $4.99
!10 Pc. Mixed & 4 Rolls................ $6.99

i__________________________ -—-— ----------

LUNCHSPECIM..........

Forehand presented the In Memory and a mertiorial service

family member Mildred Forehand, the longest distance

CHICKEN SPECIAL

BURGER SPECIAL
1 Big Red Burger • 1 Sm. Hot Fries

Fish and
Shrimp combo
Dinner

"WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE"

$4.99

Open 10:30 am until 3 am in the morning

neyed to St. Augustine for an indoor picnic. Sonnye’s
catered the meal. An enjoyable time was had by all. Some

1701 16th Street South
St. Petersburg

left yesterday, others day by day. Family members, I hope
you enjoyed your stay. See you in ‘99 when Atlanta will be
a busy place.

Gibbs Class of‘52

2 Phone Lines For Your Convenience
327-8309 & 328-8309

The Gibbs class of ‘52 held a call meeting on Friday night
with the opening of their 45th year out of Gibbs High. Thenat the Noel home by Ernest Fillyau. A repast was held after
the call meeting. Happy 45 years, class of ‘52 and enjoy!

Happy Birthday
Today, July 24: Joy Bell; Aug. 1-30: Queen V. Lawson,

By Appointment Only

Custom Jewelry
By Akins
Master Jeweler
Charlie Akins
Hm. (904) 696-7690
Tar.ksonville, FL

Re-design Jewelry
From Your old Gold
Repairs while
You wait

the

ULTIMATE

IN

HAIR

AND

NAILS

Would OF N Ails

at the home of Barbara Noel. The group kicks off tonight
reunion will be held July 24-27. A group picture was taken

WhaT Is It ThaT Every Man And Woman WanTS?

• BarI)er AncI Hair SaIon •

ST. PETERSBURG PEDIATRICS
MARIAN0 D. CIBRAN, M.D.
is pleased to announce
the association of
ATHENA L. RICHARDSON, M.D.
in the practice of Pediatrics
New Patients welcome
1012 - 4th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701

2818 - 54th Ave. South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

1813) 894-2231

(813) 867-5788

She's Got The Whole World In Her Hands

2526 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, Florida • (813) 328-8303
‘Natalyn A. Hill
Hair Stylist &
Barber

F
“Ms. Eula”
Nail Technician l

Complete Hair And Nail CareSaron i

High fashion ladies apparel
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Role Model
leg and use of an arm in an

Basic Military
Training Graduate
SAN ANTONIO, TX Air Force Airman Nakeda L

28th Street S and Dairy 1 A.

Hobbs has graduated from

Archie of 1172 3rd Terrace N,

basic military training at

both of St Petersburg. She is a

Lackland Air Force Base, San

1996 graduate of St Peters-

• Antonio, TX.

Middleton Steering Committee

Jacquelyn L. Archie of 549

burg High School.

Hobbs is the daughter of

Middleton Alumni
Steering committee mem

Carol Jamett, Jeanette Dixon,

Carolyn Williams, Jeannette

bers include Pat Cooper,

Cythia Brady, Carol Owens,

williams, Cynthia Jackson,

Uhuru
All of that will change in St
Petersburg.
(with your organization) us
and the otherArab merchants,”

ed the confrontation and insults

exclaimed Mohammad Jaber,

against Antonio to Uhuru

SAN ANTONIO, TX-Air
Force Airman Latrice I.
washington has graduated
from basic military training at
Lackland Air Force Base, San
Antonio, TX.^

Class
of 1958
Meeting

Movement members. Clark,

Fletcher Washington of 2156
54th Avenue S, St Petersburg
and a 1991 graduate of St
Petersburg High School.

ly was assisting with cleaning

In response to the demands,

up the store’s appearance and

Atari, Jaber and Jadallah an-

marking down some prices.

nounced that they were worth
ing with other Arab merchants

members participated in the

African community’s interests

enable them to buy products at

Market At about 2:30 pm, his

Uhuru Movement’s regular

in self-empowerment, both

lower prices, passing the sav-

employee had a confrontation

Wednesday night mass meet

economically and politically,

ings onto those African con

with Antonio, a child whose

ing on July 16, at which time

Arab merchants have express

sumers who have helped in

mother always sent him to the

the Arab merchants acknowl-

ed greater respect for those

sustaining their businesses,

store with money and a note.

edged the disrespect shown

who have kept their businesses

One of the agreed-upon

when people in the commu-

toward African consumers

nity learned of the incident,

whose dollars keep them in

afloat
The struggle also has better

demands was that the Arab

they called police. Police

enabled them to understand the

oiganization and development,

refused to arrest the employee

business.
During the news conference,

despite an eyewitness to the

new store owner Atari intro-

coalition
Sponsors

Meeting On
Critical Issues

town meeting on critical
issues affecting the AfricanAmerican community will
be held on Saturday, July ,26

from 11 am to 2 pm in the
Campus Activities Center on
the Bayboro campus of the
University of South Florida.
The meeting is sponsored

To get tickets call 822-

The Gibbs High class of ‘58

Saturday, July 26 to benefit

3384. Val-Pak and MDA

will meet at 2:30 pm on Sat

the Muscular Dystrophy

are sponsoring this event,

urday, July 26 at the Sanderlin
Center, 2333 22nd Avenue S

Association (MDA).
Gates at A1 Lang Stadium

to plan for the 40th reunion

open at 5:45 pm. The game

which will be held during the

starts at 7:05 pm. A raffle

summer of 1998. Come and

will be held during the game

contribute your input.

to benefit MDS. There also

which is a part of MDA’s
year-long efforts that culminate with the Jerry Lewis
Labor Day telethon seen
locally on Aug. 31 and Sept.
1 on ABC, 28 Tampa Bay.

can small-store owners for
In the words of Malcolm

their combined mutual benefit

X, “If you don’t stand-for
something, you’ll fall for

SAVE
WATER

For more information, call
327-1234.

the community, so he’s a Pee

were forced to use public

vVee football coach, girls bas-

assistance. In spite of all this,

kt tball coach, an Alpha Insti

Andrews says, “My parents

tute instructor, volunteer for

stressed belief in God, educa

die teen drug court and a

tion and self-discipline as the

tutor/mentor for the 500 Role

keys to success.”

Models of Excellence.

He is married to the former

when asked why he be

Jeanene Stokes of Quitman,

came a role model, Andrews

GA who is a teacher in the

replied, “As adults it is our

Pinellas County school sys-

responsibility to teach our

tem. They have been married

children to take responsibility

for eight years, have two chil-

for the direction of their lives.

dren and one on the way.

In order to do this, they must

It is gratifying to see the

first have an understanding

outpouring of compassion,

of where they are and then be

interest and dedication this

willing to get into the driver’s

young man has exhibited

seat. Life is a journey. Are

toward the community. His

you driving the bus or only

presence has a great influ-

along for the ride?”

Children’s
Health

We welcome
your tetters
to the editor.

3rd annual Children’s Health
Fair will be held on Saturday,
July 26 horn 9 am to 2 pm at
Pinellas Square Mall, 7200
US Highway 19 N, Pinellas
Park. Free school physicals,
immunizations

and

lead

screenings will be available.

Castor
Leads USF
Delegation
to Africa

Free school supplies (while

TAMPA - USF President

they last) will be given out to

Betty Castor left July 12 to

children receiving physicals.

attend the 4th annual Afric-

Community agencies will be

African-American Summit

on hand to provide informa

and visit several universities

tion on resources and to

to discuss potential exchange

answer questions. There will
also be children’s activities,

agreements.
Castor’s 17-day trip will

demonstrations and some sur

take her to South Africa, Zim-

prises for entertainment Chil-

babew and Uganda where

dren must be accompanied by

she taught in a Muslim school

a parent or legal guardian and
immunization cards should be

for two years beginning in

brought for updated immu

1963. This marks the first
time she has visited the conti-

nizations.

nent since the.

Free Hiv Testing
At

If you are concerned about

will be fireworks at the end
of the game.

merchants association, upon its
would partnership with Afri

anything.”

He believes in giving back to

support his family so they

PINELLAS PARK - The

Jaber still owned Harold’s

American Leadership Inc.

jCounty Manatee Marlins on

African brother who reported

Movement on behalf of the

PETERSBURG -

Rays will battle the Brevard

necessity for their own collec
tive agreement

in foiging an Arab merchants

by the Coalition of African

The St. Petersburg Devil

duced his new employee, an

association that might better

Devil Rays Play
ST.

From pg. 1

gle waged by the Uhuru

ST. PETERSBURG - A

ence on its youth and adults.

Smalls, Nathaniel Hooks and
Fred Hearns.

As a direct result ofthis strug

From
Pg-1

accident and could no longer

Debra

Antonio and other family

washington is the daughter
of Patricia W. Perry and

Nelson,

On Wednesday, July 2,1997,

the former owner.

Basic Military
Training Graduate

take Antonio home to his
mother.
Community residents report

“we’ll try and work together

Latrice Washington

incident They also refused to

Luvator

From
Pg-1

7

economic

development,

community leadership, pomo
shops, weed & Seed and
HOPE VI, join others in taking a stand.
The meeting will feature
well-informed presentations
on those and other critical

Johnnie Ruth Ciarke HeAlth Center
2226 13th Street South
St. Petersburg, Fl 33705

issues facing the AfricanAmerican community in St.
Petersburg.

(813) 898-8129

Every Wednesday
3:00-5:00 P.M.
CONFIDENTIAL OR
ANONYMOUS TESTING

37 4th Street North • St. Petersburg? FL 33701

Designer hats

Appointments Preferred
Walk-Ins Welcome
Please Call
Rene Flowers Or Zachery Richardson
(813) 821-6701, Ext. 234 or 230

!!NOWAVAILABLE!!

OraSure Saliva HIV Test
Please Gall For More Information
“Return This Ad for
Accessories
a 10% Discount”
and Consignment

In Collaboration With The Pinellas County Public Health Unit ++
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North Central Florida
Congress of Christ
ian Education
My

cal Foundations for a New

Light
Of The
World

Day. The meeting place is the

By DanieL BAnks

OCALA - The 2nd Beth
lehem Baptist Association

Testimony

Congress of Christian Educa
tion mid-southern division
presents Rediscovering Bibli-

by

Ronald Mathis Sr.

Testimony continues from
last week.
Early Saturday morning

robe and His eyes were like
blazing

fire.

His

voice

cell and prayed. After that I

sounded like someone was

tried to sleep but couldn’t

speaking over a loudspeaker.

when I turned from the walk

I shook uncontrollably as I

I saw a bright light and a

walked out to Him with my

cloud coming through the

hands over my face, then

two front doors of our cell-

stopped by His left side. I

block. There was someone
riding on the cloud which

tried to look at Him again but

moved toward me. The man

had no flesh, but I was able

who was on the cloud had an

to touch Him and feel His

appearance which was like

body. He was a Spirit and

the bright morning star and

was neither white nor black.

looked like the sun shining in

I was afraid at what was hap

all its brilliance. He was
dressed in a white robe
which reached down to His

pening to me. In my pres-

couldn’t. I noticed that He

ence was Jesus! No one had
to tell me who He was. Even

note include a special experi

changes: 1) denial; 2) anger/

comfort her; all her friends
have dealt treacherously with

ence you had with the
deceased or mention special

blame; 3) despair; 4) per
spective (begins to accept the

her, they are become her ene

feelings about him or her. (C)

change),

mies. Is it nothing to you, all

Be careful NOT to write

(comes out of withdrawal

ye that pass by? Behold, and

something like, “Your moth-

and isolation, is able to talk

see if there be any sorrow

er had a good long life. It’s a

and relate to others); 6) spiri-

like

blessing her suffering has

tual changes (individual’s

ended.” or “You can always

spiritual

strengthened having sur
vived the experience), 7)

unto

my

sorrow...”

(Lamentations 1:2,12)

5) relationships

side

of life

is

The book of Isaiah extols

have another child.” (Many

Christian Education Center,

our Lord and Sovereign as

church folk say, “we must all

1105 NW 4th Street, Ocala.

One “...despised and rejected

go this way,” but the Bible

friend or loved one and/or we

of men; a man of sorrows
and acquainted with grief...”

but we shall all be changed.”

Preface: My father died
percent of GS 15. For

grieve over the loss of the

(Isaiah 53:3) The New Testa-

_ I Corinthians 15:51.)

before my eyes at Columbia

love of a friend or loved one

ment also chronicles the

In an article by B. David

10) new goals (focuses on

example, the Department
of Agriculture has 1,159

Ocala

Medical

(as in the breakup or the

Lord’s grief and groaning

Daly, president of Evergreen-

positive aspect of whatever

Center on June 30,1997. He

death of a romantic relation-

over the death of Lazarus. In

washell Cemetery and Fu

change occurred).

GS 15 employees with just

was 65. My uncle died at his

neral Home, Seattle, WA,

Mothers Against Drunk

home in Gainesville just two

ship).
For whatever reason we

the same passage of Scrip-

39 African Americanshold-

ture, the shortest verse in the

we’re reminded: Do express

ing those positions, lnci-

weeks later on July 14. He

grieve, it’s important to know

your feelings with comments

dentally, the EEOC currently has a 100,000 case back-

Driving (MADD) recom
mend that if you’ve lost

was 76. Both were critically

how to grieve and to under-

Bible, “Jesus wept,” appears
in John. (See John 11:20-44)

ill

stand the stages of grief.

log in discrimination cases.

Neither knew of the other’s

After losing his seven sons

The Department of Agri

and three daughters, many

culture has over 1400 corn-

passing.
Memory verse: “Blessed

plaints pending. The Interi-

like diamonds. Nothing on
earth was as white as His

before 5 am, I returned to my

her lovers she has none to

Grief Counseling

Regional

over the loss of the life of a

says, “we shall not all sleep,.

such as, “John, I’m so sorry.”

acceptance (accepts the new
reality), 8) humor; 9) activity
and action (no longer immo
bilized by the change) and

in

Do encourage your friend or

someone through illness or
accident and you dread deal

essence, we’re coping with

relative to express feelings

ing with a special occasion or

change. Not all change is

and be a good listener. Tears

holiday, don’t plan to be mis

servants, oxen, asses and

welcome or pleasant. The

are a natural and appropriate

are they who mourn, for they

camels to the ravages of war,

expression of pain; however,

or Department has 774

erable. Relive pleasant mem
ories. Set aside some “letting

shall be comforted.” (Mat-

Bereavement Center of the

fire and storm, Job said: “Oh,

Family Service Association

the absence of tears does not

complaints and the Depart

go” time (so you can stay in

ment of Transportation has

thew 5:4)
Out of all the counseling

that my grief were thorough

(Nassau County, NY) sug

indicate indifference. Do talk

control in other situations

663

ly weighed, and my calamity

available to us in the rush-

gests that when sending sym-

about special memories. Do

laid in the balances together!

pathy cards, (a) let the be-

remember that touch is the

where you might not want to
let your feelings show). Bal

complaints.

These

before

their

demise.

when

we

grieve,

agencies show a real dis

rush world of ours, it appears

dain for African-American

For now it would be heavier

ance solitude with sociability.

than the sand of the seat;

munication for many. Do

Encourage your family to

of all. Marriage counsel,

reaved family know that
although you cannot feel

most effective kind of com

that grief counseling is least

therefore my words are swal

offer practical help, such as

talk. Help someone else.

legal counsel, “gay” counsel,

their pain, you’re thinking

lowed up.” (Job 6:2-3)

about them. (Never make

running errands, answering

Remember the survivors.
Utilize resources (your faith,
your religious leader, com
munity support groups and

feet He had long hair and a

though I had never seen Him

beard. There was something

before, I know in my heart

employees and seem to be

on the back of His head

that this was Jesus, my Lord

sending a clear signal that

which looked like the sun.

and Savior.

“if you work here, it’s going

mental health counseling and

The cloud that He was rid-

various forms of spiritual

comments like, “I know how

the phone, preparing food or

He came through the doors

to be a bumpy ride.”

Concerning the Babylon
ian captivity of Jerusalem,

cleaning the house.

and bars like they were non

ing upon was as white as

advising are offered to the

you feel.” we never know
how other people feel. Each

existent. He smiled at me as

snow. I was standing next to

Congress employs approxi-

the prophet Jeremiah penned

general public, but grief

mately 2000African Amer

these thoughts: “She weeps

person’s grieving process

low of the American College

could be the impetus in any

sore in the night and her tears

and pace of recovery ..is

of Cardiology, cites 10 stages

friends).
In closing, you must know

of these venues, we grieve

are on her cheeks; among all

unique. (B) In a handwritten

of coping with unpleasant

that “...weeping may endure

He stopped by the breakfast

Jesus! My body was as good

tables in the TV room then

as dead. I was paralyzed by

motioned for me to come to

His side. I watched as He

Him. I trembled uncontrol

called to everyone in our

lably. My heart beat rapidly.

cellblock who was reading

I felt like something had

the Bible and praying daily.

moved inside my body. I

He only chose four out of 20

tried to walk, but my knees

or more people. I wondered

shook together. My clothing

why He didn’t call the others

turned another color. I was

but realized that they were

unable to talk, plus I couldn’t

not for real in their Christian

move my mouth.

walk. They played church

I was very scared. 1 tried to

and occasionally read the
word but there was no sin-

look at Him but the light
from His face and robe were
cover my face from the light

cere love for Christ in their
hearts. They didn’t try to live
by His word. Because they

that circled me. His robe,

fooled themselves, Christ

which reached from His

disregarded

neck to His feet, sparkled

were left behind.

too bright for me. . I had to

A Good
Government
Job?

them.

who

have

been

for a night, but joy comes in

with its management over
hiring and promotion prac
tices. Things became so
bad that African-American
employees, one of the
ways, through interviews,
have been used to blatantly
discriminate, blacks say.
Joyce Thorpe, an attorney
employed by the Library of

Congress employees, notes
that some interviewees are
asked questions that others
are not. “when you go in
there for a job interview,

the morning.” (Psalm 30:5)
you should be asked the

clerk in English at the

and first fired or downsized.

the way of the dinosaur. All

Library

In addition, if you are able

God bless you and keep you,

same questions as the per-

that is left are memories and

Thorpe noted.

to kepp your job, you can

is my prayer.

son who went in before

the recognition that the fed

The situation at the library

rest assured that you will be

eral government is out of

is indicative of a problem

supervised by someone less

the business of providing a

that pervades
government.

qualified than yourself.

nest for employees to spend
their working lives. As the
government door closes,

you. That interview proto
col

makes

everything

objective. The questions
should

be

related

to

whether or not you can per

of

Congress,”

the federal
African

. It appears that the good

Americans are the last hired

government job has gone

perhaps the door of
increased self-reliance will
open.

form the job that you are,
applying for. You should
not be asked if you have a
masters in Spanish of a
PhD in engineering if you
are applying to be a file

represents more teaerai
employees than any other
members

of

Congress.

More than 72,000 federal
government workers live in
his district.

cans there was a time when

job is not enough, wynn

a “good government job”

said, “People want to move

meant a reasonably com

forward. They want to

fortable ride on the road to

move up into management.

success. The trip was fairly

They are not just satisfied

These days just having the

smooth until some of us

with a good government

wanted promotions. This

job.”

desire to climb the ladder

If one needs proof that

was met with a concerted

Jim Crow is alive and quite

effort on the part of some to

well in the federal work-

remove the ladder’s rungs.

force,

consider

several

Now, this issue is being

points: senior management

addressed by Re. Albert

positions (GS 13-15 and

wynn (D-MD), who was

senior executive service) in

recently joined by inembers

the government are sorely

of the Congressional Black

lacking minority participa-

Caucus

in

tion; according to the Equal

launching a crusade to end

Employment Opportunity

racial discrimination in the

Commission (EEOC),

federal workforce, wynn

minorities comprise just 13

others

icans

locked in a bitter struggle

Dr. Stephen Yamall, a Fel

They

by George Wilson_________.
For many African Ameri-

and

Finally, the Library of

all

Maxwell’s Backhoe
& Tractor Service
Demolishing
Tree Services
Excavating
Land Clearing
Lot Mowing

706 N.W. 13th AVe., Ocala, FL 32675
Phone: 629-9866

Greater Hopewell
Baptist Church
515 N.W. 6th Terrace, Ocala
Rev. George W. Lee, Pastor
Sunday Schooi.................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship........... 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ... .5 p.m.
Evening Worship...................6 p.m.
Prayer Service & Bible Study
Wednesday
..............6:30 p.m.

United Theological Seminary
and
Bible college
Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President

352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215
Monday
6:30-9:30
PM

Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM

Saturday
8:00 AM10:15 AM

and
6:30 PM9:30 PM

Offering Degrees in Theology, Reiigious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 mites away
located AT:
1105 Northwest 4th street, ocala, Florida 34475
Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana

Coca-Cola® classic Make A Splash At The Lady Of Soul Sweepstakes
OFFICIAL RULES.

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY.

1 HERE'S H0W T0 ENTER: On an official Entry Form, or on a plain piece ol 3 x 5' paper, hand-print your complete name, address, zip cofle. day and
evsnina teleohone numbers and your nomination'tor your "Lady ol Sout.' including a brief explanation ot why you nominated her. Your nominee must
' be female and can tie any individual whoyou believe best exemplifies a 'Lady ol Soul.- ENTRIES WILL NOT BE JUDGED, lit you do not have a
telephone indicate "No Phone." Failure to comply with this or any other official ruIe wiII result in disqualification.! Mail your entry in a hand.addiessea
810 envelope with first class postage affixed, to: Lady ot Soul Sweepstakes. P.0. Box 4919. Blair. NE 68009-4919. Limit one entry per envelope. No
mechanically reproduced entries permitted. Entries must be received by 8/18/97. Not responsible tor lost. late..illegible or misdirected entries or entries
not received in time tor the random drawing. •
2 RAND0M DRAWING: The Grand Prue winner will be selected in a random drawing on or about S19«7 from among all eligible entries received.
Decisions of judges are tinal. Winner will be notitied'by mail, odds ol winning will depend upon the numbei ot eligible entries received.
3 PRIZE S APPROXIMATE RETAIL VALUE: (1) Grand Prize—A 3-day.2 night trip tor two'to The Lady of Soul Awante ceremony in Los Angeles. CA. Prize
incIudes round-trip coach air transportation Irom gateway airport nearest winner's home (departing on 9 4 97 and returning on 96;97t. hotel
accommodations (double occupancy), tickets to The Lady of Soul Awards ceremony on 9/5/97. an opportunity to attend a pre-party and an after-party, a
Iramed limited edition print, and $500 spending money (approximate retail value $5,000). Prize consists ot only those items specitically listed as pan ot the
prize.

J GENERAL RuiES. Open to residents of we i'S tSyejrsotageci Met asot S tS?f Empio-.*<$c»TN Cxi'Cou Comean-..-tsecRie'S
participating teuhiers. then attrtiates subsidiaries advertising ano oiomotioit jgences .ma in?p mwauw omit.-mernttea and ?■ (note mini •« jr.e
same household ot each ue not eligible Void where piohiOited 0\ lav. No sucsututioi' t< transfer ci cce permitted. At. :«ei31 sujj jnc 00 taxes *
aie the sole responsibility ot v.mnei An teaerai. state aoaioai Uv.s jock Potential Gone Pr« .•.mnei must executi jn Att-n ;• EngiCM, Reieis?
ot Liability PtRle Acceptance form -.vithin 3 davs cl attempted notiticDtioc Nonejropianc# .•.une’ ;n:s w oenofl.irta; r«jt m MSiuMmtOn ji’j an
alternate may ce selected Return ot an; or re ptce >.ot ttcat-o- js .iioe.ii<rai)ie v.ii- lesuit -n j^aujaiifation arc an jitenute ■.<;< o? mmim. At
travelers -nest execute 3 Pews# 01 tpOiMv ot«f :o t cxetng. Guna Pr«.tijv#i«s«Tne tio-. v Sou Ami as ceree-otn ano pre-pw. Tu$t j«ss
Based on The ud> ol Soul ceremoiw <ms code— gentlemen must -.w j iscw: anc ne eac* w ire nav? it ‘ac-es muk .-/eat ar«$. <wrt swts
it dresses 11 6’3rto Pine winner 1$ deemed a minoi m n>s he state ?t residence ;r-:e.. <<• ee ji<»c n> the
jt a £>a«ent c leaj•'auaigjr..-. n;
tpust accompany minor on me Top must w taken or. dates soecihec 5; soenso* th* Coca-Sw Zwicmcaoa -ts totjierj
"gn: :c
substitute pnze ot equal ot great?) value All lutemi sutnutua seronws
sws,” jna'jjsn? .• •1. r*
Accwunce
pme constitutes petmssion 10 me sconsoi ano its agencies to use ottoer'i njm# jno 01 :*w«swp.’ses ;t jj.#H‘Stna r.j tune .•.■tt'eut 'ii'pei
compensation, unless pronipited tty law B\ oartiopitihg in tins nomotion eni'jnts jgi tc 0# temo BOtt'CUl Rbit’S j»: !*?
StO'1? j’ tW
ludfles
S F01 tne name ol the Gum Pn;e -innei sena 3 stamped ser-jodivssea •W- rope t: nr Scat ttirn« »' Sot jijj fi v
iec«w(itiv930?.‘
•
••••;•- . . y
; 199: Tne Coa-Cola Companv Cou Cota.' the Camcor Bon* ofur jna me’Rec 2 s* ;e« ve '<aiste<eatojeruM c»
' The aa svmool and me name Amp'ican Amines ,ve registered vaoemams t‘ Amencan Ani nes ihc

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON EXPIRES1/28/98

’• w
» . .....
k
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North Central Florida
vided by country music sing

Society In

Ocala
News

Ocala

ers Joni and Angela Ray.
There will also be food,
games and crafts, as well as a
drawing for a $100 Winn
Dixie shopping spree.
Anyone interested in reserv
ing space for a booth at the

by
Florence Williams Ray

by James Thorpe

day in the park, may call the
chamber office at 288-3751.
office hours are Monday,

Summer Program

Wednesday and Friday from

contact Kaham at 629-7082.

Approximately 140 stu
dents enjoyed academics,

Community March

TUtoring
Because of great demand

9 am to 12 noon.
port the federation which will

As part of National Night

meet the 4th Saturday of each
month at one of the churches

Bill Duke
Honored At
Film Festival

field trips and a variety of

and need for phonics and

out and Stop the Violence

learning experiences from

math, the basically home-

festival, the governor’s west

listed. Deacon Douglas Smith

June 10 to July 3 this summer

work tutoring program will be

Neighborhood Council and

is president

at Howard Academy.

changed to a math and phon

MAD DADS of Ocala will

Students in K-12 grades

ics program for students in

hold a community march on

Lake weir Chamber of

ing his artistic achievements

were able to take part in math,

grades K-l. For details, call

Tuesday, Aug. 5 beginning at

Commerce will host a day in

in film at the gala black film

science,

629-7082.

the Mad Dads office at 6 pm.

the park on Saturday, July 26

awards ceremony at the in

The evening promises to be

at chamber grounds in Ock-

ed the 5-day film festival that

world Group, Inc. and the

cinematic works of black

augural 1997 Acapulco
Black Film Festival. The

was held in the resort district

Black Filmmaker Founda

filmmakers,

of Acapulco, Mexico. The

tion,

actresses. (Photo by Karl

1997 Acapulco Black Film

heightening interest in black

Festival, presented by Uni

films and showcasing the

performing

arts,

black history, library activities,
relationship training, arts and

creative writing, math, sci
ence, classical music, art and

enlighening and filled with

crafts. They also visited Uncle

Marion County history. As

activities. The march will end

Donald’s Farm, East Hall,

part of the course, students

in Parkside Gardens with a

Discovery Science Center;

toured Marion County.

saw Zeus and Roxanne at the
theater and rode horses at

The archives are accepting

activities.

applications for the 1998 Hall

lic to come out and help in the

of Fame. Qualifications for

fight. For more information,

The last day’s activities

this honor include: 1) current

caU 629-4105 or 629-3100.

included a water splash pro

or foimer resident of Marion

Critical Need for Blood

vided by the fire department.

County; 2) contribution to the

Ashortage of donated blood

A variety of games was pro

black experience on a local,

supply at the Marion County

vided to us by the city of

Blood Bank is being called

Ocala via the weed & Seed

state or national level, above
the normal standard. The

critical. Spokesperson Cyn-

game trailer. Ms. Mechter’s

archives will also honor out-

thia Edgar said the shortage

class set up a bubble blowing

standing local achievers for

involves all blood types and is

exhibit and there was a per

personal

professional

the most serious in several

forming arts program in

achievements.

which all the students parti

Nomination forms may be

tions are usually low, in addi-

cipated. During the program,

picked up at Howard Acade-

tion, usage remains high at

students showed off their

my or call Sheryl Murphy at

both hospitals.

singing, acting, recitation,

629-7082.

years. In the summer, dona

To donate blood, gp to the
Marion County Blood Bank

Library News

at 1051 SW 1st Avenue,

ming talents. For lunch, the

The library has added a new

barbecue grill was fired up to

information file titled Black

Ocala. The hours are 9 am to

provide a great treat for all.

Heritage trails;

Lousiana,

5 pm on Monday, Wednes

The 2nd session of the sum
mer program was designed

South Carolina, Missouri and

day, Thursday and Friday and

for 20 students. They were
involved in public speaking,

Forms for Facility Use
If your organization is cur
rently using Howard Acade
my as a meeting site, Cassan
dra Kaham will be mailing
out a use of facility form for
the new school year. This
form must be completed and
returned in order to reserve a
room for your use. For details,

horn 11 am to 7 pm on Tues

others. Come in and browse
through this colorful new
addition. New library registra
tions are beginning. Everyone

Saturday.

needs to register if you are not

The YMCA is sponsoring a
summer computer camp and

or re-register if you have no
registration on file. The library
is open Monday-Friday, 8 am
to 4:30 pm and Saturday, 8:30
am-4 pm. If you have any
books out, return them as

day and from 7 am to 3 pm on

Computer Camp

a lifesaving camp for children
ages 10-14.
From July 28 to Aug. 1
from 9 am to 4 pm at CFCC,
computer camp will teach
children how to do research,

soon as you can.

writing and surfing on the net.
July 28-Aug. 8 from 9 am to 1

1BELIEVE THAT THE UNARMED
TRUTH AND UNCONDITIONAL LOVE
WILL HAVE THE FINAL WORD IN
REALITY. I STILL BELIEVE THAT WE
SHALL OvER<OME«"
- MARTIN LUTHER KING. JR.

pm at the YMCA lifesaving
camp, children will learn
CPR, First Aid and rescue
holds. For more information,
caU 629-8379.

Federation
Heavenly Vision Federation
of Choirs, including Marion

Please tell your store
owner that he should
be advertising in your
Tri-County Challenger
He will thank you for it,
and we will too!

Entertainment will be pro

Barbara

farm.

dancing and African drum-

County Road 25.

washington is asking the pub-

Young’s Paso Fino horse

or

lawaha. The park is located on

cookout, speakers, games and
other

Archives

ADay in thePark

and Citrus counties, will meet
at Mt. Sain of Orange Lake on
Saturday, July 26 at 7:30 pm.
The federation includes
welcome Stranger MB Male
Chorus, Progressive Union,
Dunnellon;

white

Star

Singers and Crystal River all
male choruses. The public is
invited to come out and sup-

Printing & Typesetting

810 N.W. 25 Avenue • Suite #101
Ocala, Florida 34475
352/351-2582 • 352/351-4732
Fax: 352/351-5785
Place your order by fax or phone.
We ship anywhere.
No job too big or too small!

TYPE WORLD

"Our Name Says It All!"
OPEN 8:30 - 5:00 Monday - Friday

food lion

Bertice Berry presents Bill
Duke with an award honor

awards ceremony, hosted by
Robert Townsend, culminat-

I

was

dedicated

to

Crutchfield)

actors

and
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Alpha
Leadership
Mentoring
Program

Pageant Goes National

I’m helping to support the

talents for the evening, along

plished actress and choreo

dreams of some of our future

with choreographers Neisha

grapher, originally instituted

LMAA scholarship page

leaders,” says Ruffin.

Folkes (Alvin Ailey Ameri-

the competition as an educa

ant is sponsored by Essence

can Dance Theatre) and

tion vehicle for young African

magazine, Quincy Jones/

LMAA founder Lisa Ruffin.

American females. As a

Qwest Records, Kingdom/

Actresses Dawnn Lewis

impact lives.

,ES - For the

in our program, I had power-

and Suzzanne Douglas will

fifth consecutive year, the Lit

fid dreams that helped me to

again host this year’s event

tle Miss African American

see myself doing exciting

and actress Salli Richardson

include Anna Maria Hors

(LMAA) scholarship pageant

things like going to Julliard

will be mistress of ceremonies

ford, Darius McCrary, Tisha

mental in guiding participants

Emmitt Smith, Hughes Air

From pg. 1

will be held on Sunday, Aug.

School of Music, performing

for the evening. Stellar per-

Campbell, Simbi Khali who

towards a positive future. The

craft and Xerox.

The new senior mentoring

3 at the Universal Sheraton,

as a dancer and an actress. I

formances are guaranteed by

stars inJrdRockfrom the Sun,

contestants learn confidence,

phase of the Alpha Leader

Universal Qty, CA at 4 pm.

was fortunate to have a femi-

R&B balladeer Freddie Jack-

Howard Hewett, Vanessa

ship program will begin with

The brainchild of actress-

ly that helped me realize those

son and members of the

Bell Calloway, record produc

awareness and pride. In addi
tion to foe $15,000 in prizes to

the opening of school in Au-

choreographer-singer

Lisa

dreams. That’s why I organ

Andre Crouch Choir. Otis

er Paul Lawrence and Tracey

be awarded, the preparation

gusL “This part of the pro

Ruffin, the LMAA is a close

ized the scholarship pageant

Sallid, who choreographed

Edmonds, president of Yab

process for the young contes

gram is designed to assist stu-

and personal matter “when I

woridng with the wonderful

the 1996 Academy Award

Yum Records.

tants incorporates a learning

dents with college planning as

was the age of the young girls

parents of our girls, I feel that

dance numbers, will lend his

UJ5 ANGHI

Lisa Ruffin

The list of celebrity judges

Lisa Ruffin, an accom

opportunity,

Michael Jackson, Shaquille

LMAA has become instru

O’Neal Pepsi, Def Pictures,

scholarship

READING IS
VITAL FOR
THE MIND!

experience defined to forever

they enter the senior and final
year of high school. Many
important decisions must be
made for successful transition

LOWE'S HOME IMPROVEMNTE WAREHOUSE

from high school to college.
Senior Alpha students enroll
ed in the program will be
given personalized assistance
with college and career planning.
Mentor training is provided
by Dianne’s Professional Services, a professional mentor
trainer for over 10 years. The
training includes all areas of
mentoring students from getting the relationship started to
maintaining the ongoing relationship. Students will also be
provided help with goal setting,
school progress, course selec
tion, career guidance and selec
tion of college majors. Work
shops and specialized assis
tance will be provided to stu
dents and parents in obtaining
scholarships, financial aid and
college entrance forms. Students will be provided field
trips and related activities to fur
ther their education, cultural

By Nationally Recognized
Agencies To Ensure
The Quality You Want!

and social development Mentors will contact students at least
two times each month during
the school year while providing
these services to students and
parents.
Only those students comple
ting the junior phase of Alpha
Leadership

program held dur

ing the fell at Eckeid College

are eligible to participate.
Givens, a native of St Peters
burg, attended local schools
and graduated from Gibbs
High School. He and his wife
Willence are the parents offour
children, Cedric, Roderick,
Willette and Darlene. He has
served on the Community
Alliance, St Joseph and Holy
Name church parish councils.
He is a member of Alpha Phi
Alpha, Florida A&M and University of Florida alumni asso
ciations. With Pinellas County
schools he worked at 16th
Street Junior High, in facilities

You’ll Find The Size You Need For
All Of Your Home Improvement &
Remodeling Projects. And You'll Find
Them At Everyday Low Prices.

GUARANTEED!*

planning, schdol administra
tion, as supervisor of career
education project, director of
student resource center, Sputhside Junior High and PTECSt
Petersbuig guidance counselor.
Givens retired in 1991.
If you are interested in assist
ing aspiring young black males
to succeed, contact Givens at
327-8385 for details.

“We need a few
good men”

READING IS
VITAMINS
FORTHE
t
MIND

Your Letters
To The
Editor Are
welcome

LOWE'S of Ocala

X
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
Derek Jeter Joins Newark
Mayor in Pepsi-Sponsored
Baseball Clinic
NEWARK NJ - Derek
Jeter, NY Yankee shortstop
and American League Rook
ie of the Year, was welcomed

Recently by Newark Mayor
Sharpe James during a spirit

ed Little League baseball
clinic for more than 200
youngsters at Military Park.
Drawing participants ages 6
to 15 from each of the city’s
i
f ve wards, the Little Leaguers warmed immediately
|to the Pepsi-Cola-sponsored
Question and answer session

PLEASE SUPPORT OUR
NEWSPAPER BY SUPPORTING
OUR ADVERTISERS

REWARD!

Some of the children’s

to announce a series of joint

questions roamed outside the

marketing, promotional and

house; two restaurants; re
hearsal and banquet facilities;

baseball diamond. Jeter was

charitable events to follow the

and Theater Square, a public

For any information leading to the

asked to name his favorite

Derek Jeter baseball clinic.

plaza and outdoor perform

person or persons responsible for
vandalizing the Weekly Challenger

basketball player. He named

Officials announced an ex

Michael Jordan and Charles

clusive multi-year strategic

ance space.
The new center features

Barkley, among others.

alliance that makes Pepsi the

below ground parking for

The baseball clinic was

Official Soft Drink of the new

1100 vehicles and two on-site

conducted across the street

center, scheduled to open on

above-ground lots.

from the New Jersey Per

October 18.

forming Arts Center, a newly

Constructed on a 12-acre

built facility scheduled to

site at the Newark Riverfront,

open in October. Center offi

the center includes Prudential

cials and Pepsi Cola repre

Hall, a 2750-seat theater; Vic

sentatives took the occasion

toria Theater, a 500-seat play

re
whe
the celebrated 23-year-

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden & World
champion Fred McGriff Have In common?

“Free Full Service Car

old baseball superstar offered

newspaper boxes.
Call 896-2922 with any information

gj*

Wash with Oil Change”

ball’s
base next generation of

Custom Waxing & Detailing

petitors
advice, counsel
com

We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!

encouragement about
and

24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

ball and life.

220 - 34th Street North, St. Petersburg
(813) 327-1900
8:30 to 5:30 Monday - Saturday
er is part of the successful
Jet
Pepsi

Stuff

merchandise

campaign.
in Pequannock, NJ,
Born
rthwest
No
of Newark, Jeter
mitted
ad
to having played
seball from a very early age
ba
an
d said he was happy to
ve had strict parents.
ha

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

SAVE $3°°
30 pt. Oil change &
Safety check
Includes Oil, Filter,
Lube, visual Inspect., PLUS “Free Full Service
car Wash”

THE
*
WORKS11!

"“fresh" "

SAVE $250

SAVE *2°°

Full Service car Wash,

Full Service
Car Wash

Poiyshell 1000 Wax
System, Undercarriage
Spray & Rust Inhibitor,
Air Freshener

Polish Wax,
Poly Sealant Wax &
Air Freshener

$9,95

$22.99 plus tax
(Reg. $25.99)

Coupon EXPIRES 8/15/97

& SHINE”

Coqpon EXPIRES. 8/45/97

FULL 7f
SERVICE
CAR WASH

SAVE $100
Soft cloth Car Wash,
, vacuum Interior;
Windows cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

plus tax

(Reg. $11.95)

(Reg. $8.95)

Coupon EXPIRES 8/15/97

Coupon EXPIRES 8/15f%7

At all 7-11's, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH N
KARRY and WINN-DIXIE Stores!

‘My parents let me play
from an early age,” Jeter said,
ut
"b they would only let me
play if I studied hard and did
we1I in school. They made
Getting an education my priority.”

Uncover a treasure of flavor: Publix
Premium ice cream. In a wide choice
of delicious varieties, Publix Premium
ice cream is made fresh in our own
dairy plant, packed with tasty fillings
and childhood memories. Right dow n
to dessert, in alI great meals the main
ingredient is Publix

Publix

CHURCH NEWS
Vickie Winans St. Mark MB Prayer Tower s
VBS------ ------- Live In Detroit
Prayer Tower’s Vacation

we will put the finishing

gregation welcome everyone
to Sunday services. Church

excellent behavior. Many

Bible School will be held

and male ushers serving. Sun-

children from the communi-

July 28-Aug. 1 at 6:30 each

touches on the new me.
That’s what promise builders

day school and new member

7:30 pm
Thursday, Gospel Chorus

school begins at 9:30 am.
Then at 10:45 am, morning

evening. This year’s theme is

for Jesus is all about. God’s

orientation are at 9:30 am. At

and #2 Choir rehearsal, 7:30

ty attended and members of
Union MB Church joined

“Promise

for

promises to us stand forever

the 10:50 am worship hour,

worship begins with deacons
and youth leading devotion.

with St Mark for this VBS.

Jesus.” Prayer Tower will be

and after attending Prayer

the Junior and Gospel Choirs

Friday, Bible drill team re
hearsal, 6:30 pm; teachers

Friday closed with a big

under construction all week

Tower’s VBS, your promise

will sing and junior ushers
will serve.

long with God the great

to God will be “yes.” we

will sing with director Frank

architect, Jesus the master

offer free registration, trans

Baptist Training Union and

hearsal, 1 pm; WIA meeting,

the turnout was great Certifi

lin Gray at the organ and

builder and the promise

portation and refreshments

new member orientation at

and junior ushers meeting, 4

cates and awards were given

Vivian Green at the piano.

builders crew, we are plan

nightly. If you need to be

5 pm

pm; junior choir practice, 5:30

to all participants.
Monday, children/youth

ning great lessons, music,

picked up, call 896-9208 or

choir rehearsal, 6 pm; junior

arts and crafts and much

321-0670. Everyone is wel

women, 7 pm
Tuesday, teachers meeting,

more. Bear in mind, as we

come.
Prayer Tower’s Family

7 pm; Special Chorus, 7 pm;

tion, plugging in the power,
building others up, nailing

VBS July 7-11 on the theme

down promises and measur

“Christian Rodeo.” During

power, 1 pm; prayer meeting

ing our hearts. This week we

27. The church is located at

the week there were classes

are focusing on going by the

for each age group from two

and Bible study, 7 pm
Pastor Brown asks all

blueprint, getting a grip on

1137 37th Street S. For more
information, call 321-0670.

to adult. Participation was

members to come out on Fri

Jesus and leveling the rough

Albert Davis, committee

day, Aug. 1 for the monthly

spots. As we continue work

chair

business meeting at 7 pm.

ing on the great commission,

first live album and it was
recorded

dren were on fire for the Lord

anything new from one of

Detroit at the Straight Gate

to every spring out of the

Church where Andrew and
Viveca Merritt pastor. There

Motor City, Detroit. Back-

were about 4,000 people

stage at her concerts, in public ladies rooms, in airport

there, including her parents

gift shops and anywhere else
she goes, Vickie winans’
faithful fans have begged
and pleaded for a new
album. She always says,
“I’m working on it.” well,
it’s finally here and Vickie’s
die-hard fans will agree that
it was surely worth the wait.
The new set, Vickie Winans
Live in Detroit, is an inti
mately

personal

musical

journey for Vickie for a vari
ety of reasons.

Aaron and Mattie Bowman.
The concert took place just
a few mo nths before the
sudden death of 73-year-old
Aaron Bowman and Vickie
dedicates the album to her
beloved father’s memory.
It’s a thoroughly enjoyable
set finding Winan’s voice in
fine tone and at the top of her
craft. Another pleasing factor
to the collection is that there
is a diversity of songs yet
none of the tunes seem out of
place for the album.

For starters, it’s Vickie’s

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

New Philadelphia
Cottage prayer service on

meet on Saturday afternoon

Friday begins weekend wor-

to finalize plans for a sum-

ship and praise services at 7

mer activity in their honor

pm. Members will meet at

prior to opening of school in

the residence of James and

August. This meeting will

Barbara Bolden for prayer

follow mandatory children/

and fellowship. This event

youth choir rehearsal at 4:30.

starts a series of month-end-

Parents are urged to have

ing activities held by various

children in attendance for
both activities.

ministries.

Mid-morning worship will

women’s ministry con
venes on Saturday morning

accentuate praise and thanks

at 10 in the home of Wyvon-

givings for

nia McGee. Agenda for this

brought us to the final Sun

meeting includes ongoing

day in another month. Testi

fundraising for the church

monies of gratitude for our

God

children and youth will be.

mary focus of this gathering

offered. These service will

is overall enhancement of

follow male ministry break-

women’s

in

fast at 9 am. All men and

Christ. Members are invited

boys are requested to be pre-

spirituality

to attend.

"senrand on

time.

The family that
PRAYS TOGETHER
STAYS TOGETHER!
GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER
4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Islamic Services

Except God build the
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

—-

CENTER
O

service
Sunday School
9:30 - 10:30'
Morning worship 10:30
Evening worship 6:30
wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

W
S
H

I
P

Phone

(813) 328-9412
NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

-Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Pleasant Grove Missionary Baptist Church

2550 9th Ayenue S.

St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor
Early Morning Worship.........................7:00a.m.
Sunday School............ ,........ ,.....9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ........................10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.......
4:30 p.m.
Communion.......... 7:00 a.m. & 11.00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays.............................. 7:30 p.m.

Bethel Community
Baptist Church

Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
ReV. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

Church Services
8:00 a.m.......... ............. Morning Service
9:45 a.m....................... .. .Sunday School
11:00 a.m..................... Worship Service
5:00 p.m............. .............. ........... B.T.U.

"THE LITTLE CHURCH WHERE
EVERYBODY Is SOMEBODY"

Sunday School

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL
33711
(813) 327-0554
"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/Praise & Prayer

...... 8:45 a.m.

7:00 p.m.
Thurs, Midday Bible Study 12:00 noon -1:00

Worship Servioe .................. 10 a.m.

SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening worship 7:30 p.m.

Prayer Services ....Wed., 6:30 p.m.

p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour 12:00 noon -1:00

Bible Study.......... Wed., 7:30 p.m.

p.m.
DR. HENRY J. LYONS, PASTOR

TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m,

St. Joseph Church

FRIDAY
Evangelical Sen/ice 7:30 p.m.

PRAYER TIMES

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
Catholic DioCese of St. Petersburg

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.

Bealsville Church Of God
2006 Hollomon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)
Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads
Elder Martin Rainey, Pastor
1-737-1746

Sunday School: 10:00 a.m.
Morning Service: 11:30 a.m.
Mid-Week Tues. Night: 7:30 p.m.
Counseling and Bible Teaching
For transportation: Call 866-2589

Masses: Saturday 5:15 p.m.
Sunday 10:00 a.m.

RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.
If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,

Order of Service from the
1 African-American Catholic Hymnal

call 327-0997.

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church

Stewart-Isom MemoriAl Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

3700 22nd AVenue S. • 321-0020
SUNDAY SERVICES
Sunday School...... ..............................................10:00 a.m.
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor
Morning worship................ ............................. 11:30 a.m
ypww............ .................................
6:00p.m.
Sunday School ................ .. .9:30 a.m.
Evening worship......................................................... 7:30p.m.
Morning Worship

Rev. Earnest Jones, Pastor

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

Services

2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & worship Service 7:30 p.m.

First. Mt. Zion

Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes

Christ Gospel Church

Bishop W.D. Holey, Pastor

Church
News Will
No Longer
Be
Accepted
Unless It Is
Typewritten

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship...................................................... 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School .........................................................
9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ...............
................... 11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.................
...................... 5:00 p.m.'
Bible Study/Praycr Service .......
..Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Couples Ministry (3rd Sunday) .
...................... 6:00 p.m.

PHONE: 896-6722

Imam Askia Muhammad Aquil

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

children/

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

3762 18th Avenue South, St. Pete

The Holy Ghost Church of God
Purchased With His Blood

Wednesdays,

Children and youth will

Friday & Sundays at 1 p.m.

2901 Fifth Avenue S.

E
L
L

GRACE

"The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody"

Masjid Al-Muminin

F

having

building fund ministry. A pri-

“The Church That’s Moving Forward Together”

With Allah’s Name,
The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Day committee will host an
after-church men’s spon
sored dinner on Sunday, July

since the public has heard
the most charismatic artists

focus on laying the founda

Male Chorus, 8 pm
Thursday, senior hour of

overwhelming, the teachers
were fantastic and the chil

native

meeting, 7 pm
Saturday, Angelic Choir re

rodeo and in spite of the rain,

ing worship.
St. Mark held its annual

her

Builders

The Children/Youth Choirs

imriiediately follows morn

in

youth Bible study; adult prayer meeting and Bible study,

with strong participation and

deliver the message. Baptism

It’s been three long years

Sunday services begin at 7
am with the Gospel Chorus

Rev. Brian Brown and con

The children/youth ushers
will serve. Rev. Brown will

Vickie Winans

Pleasant Grove

Sunday School:

(813) 327-0593
9:30 a.m. • Morning

Bible Study:

a.m.
Wednesday, 7:00 p.m.

..... .11:00 a.m.
Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

The church where eVeryone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Worship:

To God Be The Glory’

i

11:00
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CHURCH NEWS
Bethel

family

ministry

Andre Greene, a 1997 mass communications major
at B-CC is flanked by (l-r) aunt Angela Eva, grand
mother Ethel Eva, aunt Clyde Carter and his
mother Lisa Eva. Andre will study for his master's
degree at Tennessee State University. He is a mem
ber of Traveler's Rest.
Friday, July 25, spaghetti din-

members invite everyone to
services on Sunday,

ner at 6 pm with CYYA
rehearsal to follow at 7 pm

July 27:9:30 am church

Saturday, July 26, men's fel-

attend

school and 11 am worship
hour. The CYYAwill be in
chaige of the entire service.
Bible study will be held on
Sunday at 6 pm. Everyone is

Pastor Lyons will continue

her committee have planned

teaching on church leader-

an evening of great old fash

and more. Don’t miss this

will observe Urban League

ship. The Red Circle and

special event.

Sunday on July 27 at 4 pm.

ioned family fellowship for

Sunshine Band have begun

tea on Sunday, July 27 from 4

the whole family that will

mid-week studies for chil

scheduled for Aug. 10,4 pm.

include food, fun, games and

dren and youth. These stud-

prizes for this Friday, July 25

ies in a walk through the

from 5 to 10 pm on the

Bible are to assure continu

church grounds. Come pre

ous growth throughout the

pared for an exciting family

summer months, we encour
age your attendance at the

to 7 pm. Members and friends

Choir rehearsal, 7 pm
Wednesday, July 30, praise
and worship service, 7 pm

session this week with classes

Male Chorus and Bethel

for ages 2-adults. To finalize

given to the most elegant table

Community Mass Choir.

this event, a church picnic is

of the evening. Ira Harris and

Presented by the Pinellas

scheduled for Saturday, July

committee members have

County Urban League Guild

26 at Fort DeSoto Park north

in conjunction with the Pinel

Morre's
Chapel AME

prayer hour, 12 noon.
July 25, family fellowship
July 30, birth month reception

Rev. M. Mason Walker and

boards and auxiliaries will be
responsible for refreshments:
stewardess board, Monday;

July 29, board meeting, 8

bers invite all to worship with

pm; July 30, conference

Family and Friends Day. Ira

lay organization, Tuesday;

them on Sunday, July 27. Ser

immediately after Bible study.

Whitson will deliver the 8 am

Inspirational Choir, Wednes

vices begin with the 9:30 am

An Ushers workshop, host

day;

church school followed by the
11 am worship hour. The

ed by New ML Olive, will be

sermon and Rev. Walker the
11 am sermon. Music will be

held on Saturday, Aug. 9 from

provided by the Male Chorus,

Thursday; steward board, Fri

Youth Choir and #3 ushers

8 am to 2 pm. Adult ushers of

directed and accompanied by

day. Eariene McBride is VBS

will serve.

all churches are invited to

Geraldine Gray and minister of

attend.
Tuesday, teachers meeting

music

coordinator.
Saturday, July 26, Pastor’s

Church school begins at 9 am.

at Gethsemane. The Mass

and public speaking class, 7

Vacatii in Bible School con

Choir and #2 ushers will

pm; Wednesday, prayer meet

venes July 21-25, 6-7:30 pm.
Refreshments will be served

ing and Bible study, 6:30 pm

All Nations Church of God

The Rev. Dr. Alvin Moore,

and the New Hope Mass

by Faith Mass Choir, under

Rev. J.L. Fennell and congre

Choir invite you to a concert

the

Elder

gation invite you to join in

featuring local choirs and

Richard C. Guess, will be in

Sunday youth services be-

soloists. Claudenia Jones,

concert at 7:30 pm on Satur
day; July 26 at the church,
3000 4th Avenue S, Elder
Johnnie Lee and James E.

ginning with 9:30 am church
school. At the 10:30 am wor
ship service, deacons will be
in chaige of devotion and the

president
Join us on Tuesday for a
spirit-filled prayer service at
6:30 pm followed by Bible

williams, pastors. The theme

Children’s Choir will sing

class.

is “we Made lt Oveti’and
the special guest artist is

under the direction of Bobbie

July 28, general mission

Tampa and Vemard McKin-

meeting, 7 pm; deacon board

ney, minister of music.

meeting, 7 pm
Aug. 24, trustee day, 4 pm

Geraldine

Mays.

under the direction of Elder
Benjamin Adams Jr, minister
of music.
Services include 9:30 am
church school, 10:55 am
worship; Monday, prayer
worship, 6:30 pm, Bible
school, 7 pm; wednesday,
6:30 pm teachers meeting.
The public is also invited to
an appreciation service for
the minister of music at 4 pm.
Come, let’s praise the Lord.

Rev. M. Mason Walker, Pastor

321-3545

3rd century

3037 Fairfield Avenue
St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship.......................... 8:00a.m.
Sunday School.......................
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship......................... .11:00 a.m.

12 noon; prayer service and

Missionary Baptist
2315 18 th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

For transportation to the church, call 527-8196 or 327-2391.
The Church Where everyone Is Welcome

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church
801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619
SATURDAYS
Sabbath School: 9 am
Morning Worship: 11 am
Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset
WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM
LEWIS W. EDWARDS

..7:00 pm
..6:39 pm

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

419 5th st. S., st. Pete, FL 33701
Church: 898-3838 • Res: 821-9501
Pastor: Elder B.O. walker
Sunday School
10:00 a.m.
Morning worship
11:00 a.m.
Bible Study Tuesday
7:30 p.m.
Mid-Week Service Friday 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Tuesday Morning
9 a.m.
Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.’

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

Sunday Worship service: 8:45 A.M.

Wednesday Bibb study: 7:30 P.M.

• wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Problems
• Promoting the Self-worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

10th Street Church Of God

Bible Holiness
Church of God in Christ

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM
Prayer Meeting Thursday 7:30 PM

207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

ELIM Junior Acu-lemy & Day Care Center

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

worship on Sunday, July 27.
The Mass Choir will sing

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

Friendship

Bible study, 7 pm

Elder C.L. warren and con
gregation invite the public to

chair.

Aide board meeting, 4 pm
Wednesday, prayer service,

Morning Worship..........................................,................ . 8:00 a.m.
Sunday School........................... ........................................ 9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ............ ..................................... 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed................ ......7:00 p.m.

M.A., MJDIV., D. Min.
Pastor-Counselor

Sunday School------------------.9:30 a.m.
Morning worship...............
.11 a.m.
Night worship .............
.7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class ....................................8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting................................. 8p.m.
Friday Tarry Service............................................. 8p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School .......................... 11 a.m.

williams Missionary Society,

Doris Robinson is event

Mt Zion Primi
tive Baptist

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church

Sunday Worship
Sunday School... ....... 10:00 am Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Morning Worship....... 11:30 am Evening Wor tip ....... ...6:00 pm

3000 - 4th AVenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

Pierce/Fannie

2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

FIRST MT. PILGRIM EVANGELIST
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH, INC.
2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Reverend L.R Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

Wednesday Prayer Meeting amlDtble Study ...................
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting.........................................

Daisy

each evening. The following

Mass Choir
in Concert New Hope Baptist

All Nations Church of God By Faith

las County Urban League.

Pastor Rhodes and mem-

serve.

10:30 AM..... ............. FRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES .............. SUNDAY
9:00 AM...... ......................... ..CHURCH SCHOOL............................ SUNDAY
5:00 PM......... ...................FELLOWSHIP & DINNER..................TUESDAY
7:00 PM............................................BIBLE STUDY..........................TUESDAY
6:00 PM.................................PRAYER SERVICES ..........................TUESDAY
7:30 PM...........................MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL .............. THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

shelter #9.

congregation welcome you to
services on Sunday, July 27,

822-4869.

At 4 pm, Shirley Rodgers

Selah, Mt. Zion Progressive

noon-day Bible study. Meet

senior dtizens fellowship, 6 pm;

Free will offering.

Vacation Bible School is in

Team, Sanctuary and Male

ary Society meeting, 7 pm;

Danielle of Harrisburg, PA.

tables representing their birth
season.
Special recognition will be

of fellowship, fashions, food

At 3:30 pm the pastor and

of

sanna, Myron Harmon and

planned an enjoyable evening

congregation are on program

direction

McCabe UMC Choir, Ho-

welcome to attend Thursday

serve.

the speaker. It will feature

and Sunday, Aug. 17.

at 8 and 11 am. The Praise

us for Saturday mid-day

Rev. Manuel Sykes will be

begins on Saturday, Aug. 16

portation is provided. You are

Choirs and youth ushers will

Bethel Community pastor,

are encouraged to register
with the beautifully decorated

for Sunday worship services

in services and in need oftrans

Boykins, July 30.

observance

Bible study at 7 pm. Trans-

portation, call the church at
Happy birthday to Sharette

Day

gation invite you to join them

New Mt. Olive Primitive Baptist

Tuesday, July 29, Mass

Dual

Wednesday night NBC and

Churches is currently in its

lowship, 8:30

A Dual Day songfest is

Pastor Lyons and congre

Thursday, July 24, Mission

mid-day Bible study, 11 am

Pastor Earnest Jones and

Church, 1045 16th Street S,

congregation welcome you to
their pie-Dual Day seasonal

The Nurture for Baptist

Persons wishing to take part

encouraged to attend.

Bethel Community Baptist

summer format This week,

chair Naomi S. Dunbar and

fellowship!

Rev. Donald F. Brown and

Galilee MB Urban League
Church

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

Traveler’s Rest Missionary
Baptist Church

Sunday School.................
9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .......................... 11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study...............
.7:15 p.m.
EVening worship (1st & 3rd Sunday) . .6:00 p.m.
Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor
International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Trinity PresbyTERIAn church
2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(813) 327-8560

“Everyone Is Welcome”

St. John Missionary Baptist
3200 5th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. Steve Thomas, Pastor

9:00 AM. .... ................................................................. . . Prayer Time
9:30 AM.............................. ..................................... ..
Sunday School
11:00 AM................. .. ................................. .. .......................Worship
12:30 PM................. ....................... . ............. .. After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
You are invited to snare spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a

Dr. Frederick D.

Terry

Christian community for everyone

EARLY Morning Worship 8 A.m.
SUNDAY School 9:30 A.m.
LATE MORNING WORSHIP 11 A.M.

New Mt. Olive Primitive Baptist Church

Bible STUDY & PRAYER MeeTing Wed. 7 p.m.
Come join us each Sunday for any or all of these services.
You are welcome.

3001 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church: (813) 327-9904
Office: (813) 321-3898
Elder Carl Rhodes, Jr., pastor
Early Morning Worship 8' a.m. (2nd thru 5th Sundays)
Church School 9:30 a.m. • Mid-Morning Worship 11 a.m.

20th Street
Church Of
Christ
820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006
Minister Robert Clemons

Sunday Morning Bible Class . .......... 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship ........ 10:30 a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday ....... .7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship ...................5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class.............. 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class . . . .7:00 p.m.

Communion Service 5 p.m. (1st Sundays)
Prayer Meeting 7 p.m. (Tuesdays)

ST. MARK MissiONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Christian Education School 7 p.m. (Wednesdays)

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

“Oh, Come Let Us Praise The Lord!"

Schedule of Services

GREATER LIGHT
AME Zion Church Inc.

Church School............................................. . .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship . . . ........................................ 11 a.m.
Baptist Training Union............. . ......................5 p.m.
Evening Worship............. ..............................6:30 p.m.

Prayer Meeting
Thursday.......................................................... .. . .7 p.m.
Rev. Brian K. Brown

“One week from church makes one weak.”

1400 - 9th (MLK) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33701 • (813) 823-3611
Pastor: Rev. Harry Jones
Sunday School
10:00a.m.
Morning Worship
11:00a.m.
Friday Bible Study
7:00p.m.
"EVERYONE IS WELCOME"
And Remember That Jesus JsThe Light Of The World!
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News

CHURCH

Awards Day at Prayer Tower
Prayer Tower, Elder Clar

included one college gradu-

ence welch pastor, hosted

ate, two high school grads

Awards Day on Sunday, July
13. This occasion gave mem

and 30 honor roll students.

cussed by six of the hon

Special recognition was

commended for their work

orees. All. of the speakers

given to Deacon Randolph

with youth during the recent

were inspired by their fami

williams for 26 years of ser

Aims convention held in

encourage these and other
youth to strive for a good

Jeffery Green, Terrell Skinner,

Shanda

Jarrell Florence, Quinntion

Hites, Angela Boyd, Louisa

education.
LrR in group photo, first

Parson, Anthony Mayers; 3rd

Boyd. Not shown: Pauline

row: Gabrielle Desta, Cheke-

Jackson, Arts Butts, Rachael

row: Areatha woodatd, Mario

van Green, Monique walks,

John and Bridgette Green

lies and church and have

vice as superintendent and to

presided over the program

goals of going to college,

John

Miller as assistant

Charlotte, NC.
In Pastor welch’s remarks
he emphasized that “all chil

Mayers, Angie Smith, Christ

Tracy walls, Zema Florence;

Roberson,

Javon

opportunity to honor deserv

with music by the New Gen

making good grades, a career

superintendent of the Sunday

ing students in the church

eration Choir. The theme

in communications, becom

school. Darlena Hubbard

dren can learn” and hopes

ian Pryor, Jevennie Murray,

4th row: Deacon Randolph

Cato,' Paris Patrick, Morgan
Ranie, Keisha Scott, India
welch, Lamour welch, Ash-

family. The honored group

“My Goals in Life” was dis-

ing a doctor and a pastor.

and Gregory Roberts were

that events of this kind will

Cortney Roberts; 2nd row:

williams,

ley

bers, family and friends the

Rhonda

Jones,

Sumbry,

Shantellc

Sumbry.

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.
1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707
Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans
Sunday SchooI
9:30 a.m.
Morning worship

11:15 a.m.

BibIe Study (Monday)

7:00 p.m.

Prayer & New Comers Class
(Wednesday)
6:30 p.m.
Daily Prayer (M-F) 11

a.m.-12 p.m.

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend"

TRAVELERS REST
Missionary BAPTIST Church
2183 22nd Avenue South, St. Pete, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 894-5094

Hew 'Philadelphia Community Church)
TbeReverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P. O. Box 15935 • St Petersburg, Ft 33733

Mid-Morning Worship Service......................... 11:00 a.m.
Sunday School........................................................................9:30a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday)......................7:00 p.m.
Bible Study (Every 2nd & 4th Sunday)..............6:00 p.m.
Rev. Larry Lewis, Assistant Pastor

Wisdom School 9:50 AM * Morning Worship 1 0:30AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
iDeacon Ministry............................................................................... Deacon Edward Nesbitt!
[Finance Ministry.............................. ,........................... ............................... James Robinson
I Children & Youth Ministry........................................................................... Joyce Robinson i
| Clerk Ministry..............................................................................................Wyvonnia McGee |
CAttrcA With Passion For God and Compassion For People"

I

St. John Missionary Baptist Church
1500 N. Pennsyivanla. Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6066
Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor
Sunday Sckool

Sunday Services
A....iA..
..........................................9:30

a.m.

Morning Worship............................................................................................ 11;00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union.......................................................................... ....5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship..,................................................................................... .
6:00 p.m.
fl&u.h/z/ Services
Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
JPrayer
Meeting &
Bible,Study,
rrayer tneeung
cr Dime
Study, Wednesday
Wednesday 7:00
i:UU p.m.
p.m.
Tne church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

iRev Fred
L Maxwell

First Baptist InstitutionaL Church
Greater Si. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church
532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Dr, J.L. Holloway
Sunday School.............................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ........................ 10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting

3144 Third AVEnue South
ST. PETERSBURG, FL
Phone: 323-7S18

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastoi
Sunday Schooi 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a,m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.

Sunday School - 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship - 11:00 a.m.
Come Worship WlTH
THE FIRST BAPTIST FAMILY

Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

SUNDAY MORNING SERVICES

Sunday SchooL , ............................................................ 9:30 am „
Morning WoRship ............................................ . . 11:00 am
Youth Bible Study .......... .............................. Wed. 6:30 pm
Adult BibLE Study & PRAYER SERVICE.......... Wed. 7:00 pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

GREATER MT. ZlON AFRICAN
METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

(“The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church

955 20th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone:894-4311

• •••••••••••••••••••••••«••

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290, Church
THEME: Looking Upward, searching Inward, striving Onward

Early Morning worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a m
Morning worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Weds. 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study Mon. 6:00 p.m.
Co-ed and Adult Bible Study Thurs. 6:30 p.m.
Support Group Every Sunday 6:00 p.m.
Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
DIAL-A-DEVOTION (24 Hours) 822-1936 ‘Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

Rev. WaYNe G. Thomrson, Pastor

Sunday School:
8:00 a.m.
Worship Service:
7:00 a.m. * 9:00 a.m. * 11:15 a.m
New Membership class: Sunday, 8:00 a.m.; »
Wednesday, 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study - 7:30 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

We welcome you at all times.

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822t2089

Rev. Wilkins Garrett, Jr.,
Pastor

Also offering tutoring, free lunch, mentoring, day care, after school care,
boy scouts, private school.

■ I r.

SundayWorship ...................................... ............ 10:30a.m.
Sunday School ................................................. ........ 9;00 a m
Prayer Service/Bible Study ......................Tues. 7:00 p.m.
Junior Church Fellowship ........................Thurs! 6:00 p.m.
Tutoring ...............................Mon. & Thurs. 5:30-6:30 p.m.
The Rev Harry L.
Dawkins, M. Div., Pastor

Welcome... This church opens wide the door and in the name of Christ and Our Lord says: "COME!"
TransporTaton

is

Available

“
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Rain Doesn’t Dampen Alumni Reunion
ST.

PETERSBURG

-

The Gibbs High School
Gladiator Alumni Associa
tion held its 2nd annual pic
nic on Saturday, July 19 at
Maximo

Park.

Approxi-

mately 200 former Gladia
tors braved rainy weather to
celebrate this honored and
joyous occasion. Alumni
came from places as far
away as California, Detroit,
Chicago, DC and New York.
Classes from 1946 to 1972
were represented.
The organization’s main
purpose is to collect, maintain, restore heritage, tradi
tions, teachings, vital history
and recognition in the com
munity.
This year’s recipients of
community service and edu
cation awards were Carolyn
Stitt (Gibbs High’s first graduate), Mr. Ponder, Emanuel
Stewart,

Freddie

Dyles,

coach A1 Campbell, Charley
williams, Margaret Hart,
Fred

Burney

Sr,

Ralph

James, Rep. Rudy Bradley,
Marie Yopp, Lena Brown
and T.C. Stockton. A postmortem award was given to
coach L. Brown. Two spe
cial awards were given in
memory of Leroy Berry and J
Charles Hills. A final award'
was presented to Theodore
Mims to exhibit love and
support.
Future plans for the organi
zation are: (1) a marquee for
the Newton-williams Stadium at Gibbs High; (2) a hall
of fame; (3) a wall of fame;
(4) a museum to document
the ties between Gibbs and
the community.
If you are interested in par
ticipating in any of the above
mentioned activities or being,
placed on a mailing list, con-,
tact president Rubin Minson, ’
Rhonda Jackson, Alphonsia ,
Fuller, Alphonse Campbell 1

or Thomas Jackson at Wild- j
wtxid Community Center.

RAJ AX SEAFOOD MARKETS
PRODUCE MARKET
2233 Dr. M.L. King (9th St)St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL • 896-3206

ALL YOUR PRODUCE ITEMS AVAILABLE
REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

CARPET SALE

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.
She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She

DESIGNER
BERBERS
MANY DESIGNS
STYLES & COLORS

$g99

sq. yd.

from

CARPET STORE
TAMPA

5015 W. Hillsborough Ave.

249-2088

ST. PETERSBURG

will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of

SUPER ASSORTMENT
OF TEXTURES
PLUSHES AND BERBERS
GREAT COLORS. MUST SEE,

BAYONET POINT

SW corner 22nd Ave. & 28th St. North

Northeast corner U.S. 19, Hwy. 52

321-9590

868-7424

all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
/ was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like
everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man
who loves me.
- Hillary William;

helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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ENTERTAINMENT
Bronx Mass
Choir-------T he sound is effortless, but

In the meantime, a core

the vocal dynamics of this

group of 70 had begun to

youth-oriented choir that is a

rehearse weekly and came to

force to be reckoned with on

be more and more in demand

New York’s choir scene, was

for local area engagements’as

not short of hard work for

Hambrick, McDaniel and

director Roger Hambrick.

Hezekiah Walker came to

Despite the intricate musical

gether to form a vocal group

and vocal arrangements, jazz

called

hip hop infused contempo

(nicknamed the Winans of

rary traditional mix and

New

trademark mass volume, it is

McDaniel’ heavy involve

have been his greatest wea
pons in giving hip-hop fans

with

ment in the ministry and
Walker’s growing successes,

it’s success measured in the

the group soon split up.
The

resignation

of

those who have been moved

McDaniel from the choir left

by their music.

Hambrick behind the steer

A young man strung out on

ing wheel. A second album,

crack, testified that he came

We’ve Come to Praise Him,

to a concert and has been

was released on Sweet Rain

drug free since. A Jewish

Records in 1991 and things

man who, while walking by
a record store, saw their

began to look up. But the
momentum of the album
was cut short when their dis

Bronx, was drawn to pick it

tributor went belly up, nearly

up. Today, he is a Jew for

bankrupting Sweet Rain.

Jesus.
“Changing lives is what the

choir criss-crossed the east

Bronx Mass Choir is all

For the next four years, the

about,” notes Hambrick. “A

ern seaboard and France
while trimming down to a

lot of choirs can sing, but

vocally tight unit of 25. Then

Bronx Mass Choir

those testimonies are what

in 1995, while taping a con

lets us know our ministry is

cert with Jesse Jackson at the

the anthem appeal of “Jesus,

testimony. This Gary, IN

sister’s group at age four and

not in vain.”

Apollo, the choir caught the

My Best Friend” and the soul

native, one of six children

was writing and playing by

25-member

eye and ear of Vectron CEO

ful “Another Day’s Journey.”

bom to Rev. Qyde Hambrick,

ear by the time he was 10.

choir (ranging in age from 14

Leonard Corley, who signed

“I’d wanted to get to the

was delivered from drugs at

Indeed

career, perfection and time

But

Mass Choir prides itself on-

poster and being from the

Throughout Big Mike’s

York).

Messengers

its spirituality that the Bronx

life-changing testimonies of

BIG MIKE

The

the

most

challenging

word play. His penchant for

to 45) was bom out of min

on their projects. Among his

metaphors, similes and his

them to their current deal.

place where we do the kinds

age 23 and in turning his life

istry. Hambrick teamed up

thing is the type of choir we

ever increasing vocabulary

of things choirs don’t normal

other credits, Mike has ap

With the deal, marking the

around, because a substance

with Eric McDaniel to form

are,” Hambrick notes. “Many

peared with the South Cen

has eliminated the use of

first release from the group

ly do. Because of prior record

abuse intervention specialist

the choir in 1980, with their

are not really attracted to join

under the label’s distribution

companies, we’ve never been

and subsequent drug coun
selor with the education

because of our rigid rules. You

masterpiece performances.

tral Cartel, Eightball & MJG

profanity from the majority

chance meeting late one Sun

Like musicians Miles Davis

and on soundtracks for three

of his songs with an occa

day evening on a New York

arrangement with CGI, came
creative control. Finally they

we wanted,” Hambrick says.

subway. Both had just attend

would be able to do an album

and Stevie Wonder, Mike

“The

sought to include his imprint

of the biggest black motion

sional one placed in within

able to be recorded the way

either have or are seeking the

“We had to do what they

board.
Once back on track, the

or dresses above the knees.
The most important thing to

Holy Ghost. No large earrings

spends countless hours re

pictures in 1995 and 1996,

an emotional mornent on

ed nightly services at the

hearsing, meticulously craft

two or three songs. This is a
feat no rapper has ever ac
complished before. Why has

their way. The result is Heav

wanted us to do. They were

Bronx resident who was

Institutional Church of God

ing concepts and fine tuning
material to best communi

Panther (“10 Points”), Sun
set Park (“All Uv It”) and
Dangerous Minds (“Havin’

looking for a certain sound.

recently ordained and serves

us is that peole focus on the

cate his feelings, thoughts

Thangs”).

he done this? Because the

“Having shared the same
dream of starting a choir in

en, a foot-stomping mixture
of traditional and contempo
rary harmonies and tightly

But this time we wanted to
dress up the traditional with

as an associate pastor at his
dad’s Green Pastures Baptist

ministry and it is a powerful
ministry.”

realm of lyricism doesn’t

choreographed ministry in

more jazz and urban flavor.”

Church, turned his energies to

the Bronx and having a

revolve around cursing and

songs from its slamming title

Their message as always was

workshop for young people

what better way to destroy a

of God’s grace.

that which he knew best-min
istry and music. After all, he’d

of different denominations,

foe than outsmart him and

cut to the smooth vocals on
“Hallelujah to Your Name,”

we

confuse him?

friends,” Hambrick recounts.

and perspectives on the
game of street life to his
audience. Because of this, a
Big Mike album has no
expiration date, unlike many

Still Serious succeeds on
several fronts. Aside from
the dope lyrics and beats,
new styles and flows, his
most notable attribute is his

rap records which come and

in Christ.

instantly

Bishop Allen McDaniel if

has on listeners that allows

we could hold an interde

him to release Still Serious
ject and make him one of the
most anticipated artists of
1997.
To an artist like Big Mike,
the craft of exceptional em
ceeing takes practice, dedi
cation and a fierce competi
tiveness. These attributes of
his character shone brightly

“When evil men plot, good men
must plan. When evil men burn and
bomb, good men must build and
bind. When evill men shout ugly
words of hatred, good men must
commit themselves to the glories of
love.”
- Martin Luther King, Jr.

ship conference at his church
and he said yes.”
The highlight of that Octo

honing his skills during two
tours of duty as a member of
the long-disolved Convicts

ing session. Boasting more

and later the legendary Geto
Boys.
Seriousness is a recurring
theme and almost a motto
for the artist known as Big
Mike. Still Serious is a more
mature and extremely seri
ous Big Mike. “It takes
awhile just to lay down and
perfect the blueprint, you
know what I’m saying?

Gentle you, feeling assertive
and powerful? You bet! While take-charge
Mars fuels your drive and ambition, you’ll
be unstoppable! Put your silver tongue to
work and charm your way past on-the-job
competition with your usual panache.

Hezekiah Walker, the session
was recorded by GTS Rec
ords and a debut album He
two years later in 1982.

Come To Spot Lites
—For Great Jazz—
ST. PETERSBURG - Want to
hear some real jazz, Spot Lites
(1538 16th Street S.) is the place

September 23 to October 22

than 180, including a young

chapter in his career that

abilities as a solo artist after

Libra

ber meeting was the record

album Somethin’ Serious, a
allowd Big Mike to show

•vt-J

nominational youth fellow

Gave It To Me was released

on his gold selling debut

case his incredible rhyming

every Sunday live from 8 pm to
12:45 am. Hear Henry Ashwood
and his Jazz Messengers.

ing out so I can be better. It’s
competition.”
That competitiveness was
honored at the 1995 Source
awards when he was nomibated as lyricist of the year.
Big Mike’s strong sensibili
ties toward identifying with
the street oriented youth of
America caught the attention
of his peers and several film
soundtrack producers who

October 23 to November 21

April 20 to May 20

The Moon blowing kisses to
sensual Venus, your planetary ruler, on the
26th and 27th promises some romantic
intrigue. While bright stars shine in your
home zone, this is the perfect time to host
a party or get-together. •

Gemini
May 21 to June 21

You love to talk—and while
stars shine, you’ll have plenty of time to
chat! When Mercury enters Virgo on the
26th, your health and fitness will claim cen
ter stage. On the 29th, a hot career tip
could come your way by unusual means.

Cancer
June 22 to July 22

You may need to smooth
family member’s ruffled feathers on the
28th. On the 29th, a brilliant idea could
turn into a gold mine of an opportunity.
Plan a candlelit dinner for the 31st, when
Moonglow lights up romance.

With the Sun brightening notice-me Leo, you’re entering your high-pro
file time of year. Status, career ad
vancement and your standing in the
community could gain special importance
now—be sure to look your best.

Sagittarius
.

November 22 to December 21

SxjL While the Sun, Saturn and
Pluto in spectacular alignment smile on
new beginnings, you could dive into an
exciting project. Before you take the big
plunge, precautionary stars stress attend
ing to details—however small.

Capricorn
December 22 to January 19

Over the next few weeks, the
Saturn-Mars opposition will test your abil
ity to balance work and home—remain
true to yourself and things will run smooth
ly. On the 31st, sensational aspects spell
“romance."

Aquarius

music-people on the radio or
how everybody else is com

Scorpio

Taurus

Then I listen to a lot of
different records I buy. I see

started out as a singer with his

“Then Eric asked his father,

go. It’s this impact Big Mike

three years after his last pro

Hambrick himself is a living

became

July 23 to August 22

With a bevy of planets boost
ing your on-the-job ambition and enthu
siasm, now is definitely the time to push
toward your career goals. If you’re single,
a long-term relationship may lead hap
pily to the altar.

Virgo
August 23 to September 22

Things just keep getting better
for you, especially now that Venus in your
sign is surrounding you with beauty and
romance. Under this aspect, you’ll be at
your alluring best—use your sex appeal
to create a more glamorous marriage.

January 20 to February 18

The Sun in Leo is making you
an irresistible target for Cupid’s arrows. If
you’re single, a sizzling love affair could
make this a summer to remember. On the
29th, a chance encounter could lead to a
lucrative opportunity.

February 19 to March 20

On the 26th, a younger associ
ate could offer invaluable help with an
important project. Although the MarsSatum opposition puts a hold on spending
now, bright stars in your financial future
promise the pinch won’t last long.
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UL Offers Family Literacy Center

BOARD

TAMPA - If you want to

service and a wonderful

prepare yourself for the future
and did not receive your high

opportunity to prepare your
self to compete in the job mar

school diploma, the Tampa-

ket. UL makes it easier for

want to prepare yourself for

St Petersburg

Hillsborough Urban League
will help you obtain that

Town Meeting, Saturday, July 26

everyone to prepare for his/
her GED in a short period of

much needed high school

time.

Children’s Health Fair, Pinellas Square Mall, July 26

diploma (GED). This is a free

AKA Literary Summit, July 26

PubllX,

assist you.
UL offers individual in

Evening classes are offered 6-

and you want to refresh your

struction, one-on-one class

9 pm Monday-Thureday.

math, language skills or just

room setting, computer assist

Take this opportunity and be

ed lessons, caring instructors

on your way to a brighter

college or a special trade, the

and flexible class schedules.

future. Call 229-8117 for

Family Literacy Center can

Morning classes run Mon

more information.

day-Friday 9 am to noon.

Tampa

Congress of Christian Education, July 25

Presented By

If you already have your
high school diploma or GED

The Home
Show

Ocala

ra
I

17

Convention
Center
TAMPA - The Home
Show Tampa Convention
Center will transform the

Publix

220,000 square foot exhibit

Supermarkets

tion Center into a homeown

halls of the Tampa Conven
ers paradise Aug. 29-Sept. 1.
Over 750 exhibits will fill the
halls with the newest in
home decor, remodeling,
accessories,

landscaping,

appliances and more.
Every member of the fam
ily will find something of
interest for them at this
year’s event. Computer buffs
will enjoy surfing the net or
test driving computer work
stations in Gateway Country
at the Home Show. The
golfer in the family can
improve their golf game
with the helpful hints of the
PGA professionals on hand
on the Home Show’s putting
green and driving range. The
children will love the Beanie
Baby Swap Shop, Sesame
Street and Loony Tune char
acter appearances and com
puter and cooking work
shops with them in mind.
And landscape enthusiasts
will love the lush garden set
ting and the originally creat
ed butterfly garden at the
heart of the Home Show.

Homeowners or prospec
tive homeowners will benefit
■'•from -the" informative' and
entertaining workshos sched
uled throughout the four-day
event. Topics addressed at
the workshops include: bar
becue cooking; accessorizing
your home; window treat

Evander Holyfield & Faith Khumalo

ments of the ‘90s; home com

The ‘Real Deal’ Meets ‘The
Real Thing’ in Soweto
Evander Holyfield meets

puting; navigating the Inter
net; kids and computers; cre
ating butterfly gardens.
Fran Tarkenton, sports leg
end and entrepreneur, will

Faith Khumalo, a spaza shop

Coca-Cola system. The
country’s spaza owners and

Africa. Holyfield met with
President Nelson Mandela,

make a special guest appear

owner in Soweto, as the triple

other customers will benefit

young people and Coca-Cola

ance on Friday and Saturday
at the show. Fran will conduct

pion visits South Africa as a

from Coca-Cola’s recently
announced (US) $250 mil

bottling partners during his

goodwill ambassador for the

lion investment in South

heavyweight boxing cham

several seminars on the Fran

four-day visit.

Tarkenton Small Business
Network, a community of

FAMU Establishes
New Linkage to
Russia —
TALLAHASSEE - Flori

Florida universities, the insti

da A&M University is a part

tute and American corpora
tions active in the Nizhny

ner in a collaborative effort
with four other Florida institu
tions to manage the American
, Center at Nizhny Novgorod
Linguistic

University

in

Russia.
The project seeks to en
hance democratic and market
reform in the Russian Federa
tion through a joint initiative
between the consortium of
Florida universities and the
Institute of Foreign Lan
guages at Nizhny Novgorod.

Novgorod region.
“It exposes us to another

dynamic small office and
home

office

businesses.

Guests to the Home Show are
invited to attend these com
plimentary seminars design
ed to identify ways to help
The first library in the
U.S. was established at
Harvard University in 1638.

culture that we have not pre
viously been exposed as an

small business owners start
and build their businesses.

Nexus - Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — Menders

institution,” said Rose Glee,

Revlon - T.C.B. - Bantu

director of the office of tech
nology transfer and interna
tional programs. “It opens up
opportunities for faculty and

Hires Hairstyling

student exchanges for new re
search areas and possibly

3427 - 1 lth Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Teleph on?: 323-8649

slots for students to study

/ ,

University of Florida, Florida

Buccaneer

Atlantic University and the
University of Central Florida

lifAlZCfB^L
DESIGNS Ynu Can Find These Products At These Locations: YVMV
Professional Hair Care Products

O

BY DESIGN

ESSENTIALS™

will participate.
The purpose of the project is
to improve the Russian Fed
eration’s teaching capabilities

f

in the English language,
American business practices

£7
L

and American culture. The
project also establishes a fac
ulty development program in
these areas for faculty from
facilitates linkages between

SERVICES, LOTTERY, PHARMACY AND RESTAURANT ARE NO1 INCLUDED IN THIS SALE..

abroad.”

Faculty and educational pro
fessionals from FAMU, the

other Russian institutions and

WE ACCEPT VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX. AND DISCOVER. SORRY NO CHECKS OR COUPONS.
ALL SALES FINAL, NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES. TOBACCO, ALCOHOL, CHECKLOT AND OTHER

@

CREDIT PROBLEMS??
NEED CASH FAST??
MORTGAGE LOANS
- DEBT CONSOLIDATION
- HOME IMPROVEMENT LOANS
- CASH OUT REFINANCING
- INVESTMENT PROPERTY
- FIRST-TIME HOME BUYERS
- CREDIT REPAIR
CALL TODAY FOR APPROVAL

Carla's Hair Affair
321-6802

Yogi's Hair Studio •
328-1900
Angela's Hair Safari

DARRELL G.
SHEELEY, ™
SR.

Artistic/Hair Fashion
Sr • 321-4840

CrEATIVE-N-STYLE - ’ „/.,■
321-9322
Center Stage Unisex Salon

A-Queen Beauty Salon '
»327-5241

327-4074 ■

?

Helen's Beauty Salon
327-5182

323-4840
C & C Hair Design

Robert's Hair Salon

447-3090

866-7070

Emerald City
447-4548^;/^
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brothers Bernard and Terry of

When I Must
Leave You

St. Petersburg and Keith of

St. Pete

Columbus, GA; sisters Jennifer,

lou can find the Weekly Challenger
at the following locations:

Anita, Mitzi, Alicia and Nicole
of St. Petersburg and Karn of

Final Rites

When 1 must leave
you for a little while,
Please do not grieve
and shed wild tears
And hug your sorrow
to you through the

Princeton, LA; maternal grand
mother Mother Jefferson; god
mother Dora Williams. Creal
Funeral Home, St. Petersburg

Is f@J2J2ISI2I2JBIS!2JSI2J3r

Tampa
Final Rites

years,
But start out bravely
with a gallant smile;
And for my sake and

2
2
2
2
[2
is JSJ2I2IS13I2J2JBJ2J21BJ2I isi

in my name,
Live on and do all
things the same.

Cleveland, all of St. Peterburg;
a brother Samuel Kennedy and
wife Elease of Philadelphia; a
sister

Georgia

Varnado

of

BERRIAN, JOHNNY, died

Mobile, AL; 24 grandchildren,

July 13. Survivors include his

23 great grandchildren, 1 great

daughters Rosetta Davis and

great grandchild. Creal Funeral

husband Evell, Estell Washing

Home, St. Petersburg

Feed not your loneli
ness on empty days,
But fill each waking

ton, Lillie Thomas, Freddie

hour in useful ways,

Mae and Eva Mae Berrian;
BUTLER, SALLY, died July

sons John Thomas, Morrison

10.

and A.C. Berrian; brothers Ray

9

of Atlanta; a special niece Shan

NORTON, ROBERT LEE, .
died July 10. Survivors include
his daughter Tikeria Norton of
St.

Petersburg;

his

mother

Willie (Mosley) Norton of St.
Peterburg; brothers Rufus and
Ronnie Norton of St. Peters
burg; sisters Felicia, Sheleah,
BRISTO, Rev. SUMPTER,
died July 10. ln 1918 he was
1924

he

became pastor of Lily of the
Valley Baptist Church. After
serving for 70 years, he retired

ORSLEY, BURNIE. Funeral

and stepfather Dorothy and

services will be held on Thurs

Willie Kemp of Ocala; sisters

afraid to die,

day, July 24 at 10 am at Nativi

Renee Chavers ofAtlanta, Sher-

For I am waiting for

ty Catholic Church, 720 Bran

rye Hammbnd of Ocala, Car

don Blvd (Hwy 60) with Father

olyn Truesdale and Shirley

James Lara officiating. Intern

McCarter of Ft. Myers; brothers

ment will follow in Florida

Theodore Chavers, Bernard

National Cemeteiy, Bushnell.

Chavers of Ocala, Joaquin

Survivors include his wife

(Jackie) Brown

maternal grandmother Janie
Hagjn of Monticello; paternal'
grandmother lsabell Norton of
Monticello.

Smith

Hazel; daughter Bernadette of

Charles Brown of Detroit and
Eustis Brown of Ocala; one

Dewey Rose, GA; 5 sisters-inlaw. No flowers please. Condo

grandchild Shona West Jr. of
Texas. Cunningham Funeral

lences may be sent to Hazel

Home, Ocala

Orsley, PO Box 844, Seffner,

LARMOND,LOUISE. Ser

FL 33584. Wilson’s Funeral

vices were held on July 18 at

Home, Tampa

Farmer’s Chapel. Burial was in

sons Illie (Tamra( McIntosh Jr.
of Ocala, Wiley (Pauletta) Mc

light All the pain
and grief is over
Every restless toss
ing passed I am now
at peace forever
Safely home in
Heaven at last.

helmna Morris of Ocklawaha
and Matilda Jackson of Ocala;
mother-in-law

grandchildren. Creal Funeral
Home, St. Petersburg
ETHEL,

law Porter and Queen Rouse Sr,
Wilbert and Hilda Bowers,

Jr, both of Ocala; sisters Dr. Wil-

nie Williams of St. Petersburg;

HUNTER,

Behn; brothers and sisters-in-

bie) Piner, Elezer (Stacy) Harris

gan and husband J.D. and Fan

great

I am home in
Heaven, dear ones
oh so happy and so
bright there is per
fect joy and beauty
In this everlasting

Intosh of Citra, Kenneth (Deb

and wife Ruby of Ft Laud

great

Newrandy

Columbus Behn of Fairfield,

died •

July 17. Survivors include her

PARKS, CHARLES, died

Dwight Morris of Ocklawaha,

sons Thomas Hines and wife

July 13. Survivors include his ,,

Clarence Behn of Ocala, Cora

Delores, Wilbur Hunter and

sons De’Aunte Fowler and

Brown of Avon Park; 23 grand

wife

daughters

Charles Parks Jr, his daughters

children, 3 great grandchildren.

Delores Barber and husband

Ashley, Shynice and Shanique;

Cunningham Funeral Home,

Nathaniel, Vivian Green and

his mother Laura Montague, all

Ocala

husband

Calvinetta

of St Petersburg; his father

Hayes; stepdaughter Mattie

Jesse Parks of Clearwater, his

Rosalyn;

Otha,

Wallace Larmond of Ocala; 3
great grandchildren. Farmer’s

BEHN, KATIE Brown, died

erdale; daughters Florida Mor

70

mond of Manhattan; grandson

July 10. Survivors include her

Brooksville, Junior Bristo of

granchildren,

clude a daughterCarol Ann Lar

Ocala
18 Final Rites

Funeral Home, Ocala

Tampa, Rev. Sumpter Bristo Jr.

great

Brooklyn, NY. Survivors in

Funeral

clude his sons Lucious of

120

Texas,

Home, St. Petersburg

both of Jasper. Survivors in

grandchildren,

of

Tampa; sister Rozelle Orsley of

Koria Hansen of St Petersburg;

at Spring Hill Baptist Church,

61

And I in turn will
comfort you and hold
you near;
And never, never be

Annie Doris Norton and Shu

in

icheer

da Hope of Ocala; her mother

Home, St. Petersburg

and

Butler of

Hood, TX and Sal Roy Butler

great

grandchildren. Creal Funeral

ordained

in comfort and in

her

Ocala; sons Shona West of Ft.

my Berrian, all of Clearwater;
grandchildren,

include

daughter Sheena

mond Gene, Richard and Jim

13

Survivors

Reach out your hand

IN TAMPA

IN CLEARWATER

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Charle’s Barber Shop, 1405B N. Mvrtle Ave.
• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland fi/e. N.

Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
Bar-B-Q King, Hillsborough Ave. & 34th St.
Marrison Drugs, 34th Street
Jackson Foods, 34th Street
Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo Avenue
College Hill Drug, 22nd Street
Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza
Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street

• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
• Rainbow Food Market, 1629 N. Highland
Ave.
• Delric’s Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.
• Eva’s Beauty Box, corner of Greenwood &
Carlton Street
• John’s BarberShop, 1400 N. Greenwood Ave.
• Nick’s Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn)
• Ozzie’s Palace of Beauty
• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N,, Suite 3
• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1
• MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
• Wendy’s Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane
• Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
• Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.
• C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood

N., 248-5683
• Cicily’s Beauty Supply, 2301 Hillsborough
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ave., 238-0351
Manilla Lounge, 7th Avenue
Grace’s Lounge, Albany Avenue
Boogie’s Lounge, Main St. & Howard Ave.
Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
Howard’s Barber Shop on Main Street
Best Bros. Grocery & Deli, Howard Avenue
& Chestnut Street
Amoco Gas Station on Nebraska & 7 th Street
Orient Meats on Orient Road
Continental IGA Food, 22nd Causeway Blvd.
Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska
Cicely’s Beauty Supplies, Palm River Plaza
Rent Club, Palm River Plaza
Pal’s Pre-School, Palm River Plaza
Tampa Hair on North Florida

IN LARGO
• Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin Dr.
• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beautv Supplies, 11461 Ulmerton
Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive
• Helm & Sons Cate
• Rudy’s Rib Shack ‘
• Handy Corner Foods, 2325 1 19th St. N.

• Golden Comb on Main Street
• Johnnie’s Barber Shop, Main Street
• 7-11, Temple Terrace Highway

you in the skyL
How wonderful are the

God Knows
Best
Our Father knows
what’s best for us
So why should we
complain
We always want the
sunshine,
But He knows there
must be rain
and so He tests us
often with sickness
and with pain.
Not to hurt or punish
us, but so that we
may gain strength
To meet with courage
Life’s troubles,
trials and sorrow,
Knowing there awaits
us the
Joy of God’s
tomorrow.

works of the Lord, espe
cially

His

creation,

mankind. The miracle of
birth...the look of awe on a
child's face...the beauty of
enduring love...these are
all

revelations

of

that

Spirit which created each
and every one of us. How
often

do

you

think

of

thanking God for all that

Larry M. Saunders, L5.D.
IS N.W. 8th Avenue
P.0. Box 592
Gainesville, FL 32602

(352)372-2537
(352) 377-6128
Fax: (352) 377-5678

He has given you?

Young’s
Funeral
Home
A Full Service Firm

FARMER'S
FUNERAL HOME
125 S.W. 2“d St.
P.O. Box 4742, Ocala, Florida 34478

(352)867-8619

Robert C. Young
Funeral Director
Since 1975

Lavell A. Waters
Licensed Funeral Director

Edward L. Farmer Jr.

The Sweetness Of

1005 Howard Street

Peace

(Comer So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard) -

After the clouds, the sunshine

Clearwater, FL

After the winter, the spring

44**2388

After the shower, the rainbow

Charles S. Chestnut, III. L.F.D. • Charles S. Chestnut, INV, L.F.D.

Owner

The funeral home that faith built
and service will continue"

For life is a changeable thing

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

After the night, the morning
Bidding all darkness cease;
After life's cares and sorrows
The comfort and sweetness of

peace.

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705
MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS

Creal Funeral
Homes
Seventh Avenue Chapel
1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Summers Funeral Home

$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
Name

“Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding.”
Limousine Rental Service

Address
City ____

State

Zip Code

Phone
Is this a renewal?____ If so, who is your carrier?

Dr. M.L King St. Chapel
2025 Dr. M.L King Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

351-0566
2238 NW 10th St.
Ocala

Lillie T. Shelton L.F.D.
Alvis Summers L.F.D.
Notary Public

Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:
1 Year - $18.00
6 Months - $9.00

State Approved Pre-Funeral
Arrangement Plan

Make checks payahle to: The Weekly Challenger

"Do you really think that your family

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service

Serving From Ttoo Convenient Locations

—CUNNINGHAM’S'
Funeral Home P.A.
“Your Friends Who Ca re”

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

knows your feelings about your funeral?"
One ofthe most uncomfortable
feelings is that oftalking about your
own funeral. Think about it—if you
don't talk about it now, your family <
will have to guess about how you
wanted your remains handles. Isn't it
good knowing that you can arrange
for your funeral ahead oftime and
with a monthly payment plan that best
meets your budget?

When Family Matters
SMITH
FUNERAL HOME
1534 18th Avenue South
St, Petersburg, Florida
“Taking Time To Serve Others”

Planning Ahead Matters Too.
Don’t wait. We know that talking about funerals
isn’t easy. But its better to talk about and plan
together - now while you can - than to wait until
its too late. It makes it easier on everyone... reliev
ing stress on you and providing others with peace
of mind.
Pre-Planning - an expression of love
that’s easy and affordable.
You can select from guaranteed services and
merchandise at today’s prices.
Yf'/zz/z/h/e .farr/S/Srs/ .'Trrstsyvr/.Yfmrri

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE
A.L. CUNNINGHAM

732-5353

Licensed Funeral
Directors

732-5354
732-5355

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

At-Need
* 5290.00

Call Us....

Pre-Need
** 3995.00

*Prices include Professional Services of Funeral Director
and Staff, all necessary transportation, embalming, use of

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr.; Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813) 895-6005

facilities for visitation, casket, vault and cemetery.
** All Pre-Need plans can be funded through insurance

894-2266

plans with affordable payments designed to fit your
budget.

Call or stop in to discuss your funeral plans with us... Receive a Funeral Planning
Guide Free...
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Classified Ads... Sure to get results!
CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

.EGAL NOTICE

F L OR J O A

L0TVO

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
5-11-17
22-30-39

FLORIDA PUBL1C SERV1CE COMMISS1ONER
The Florida Public Service Commission Nominating
Council is accepting applications from persons interested
in seeking appointment to the Florida Public Service
Commission. This is to fill two vacancies with four-year
terms beginning January 1998. These are full-time posi
tions with official headquarters in Tallahassee. Applicants
must be competent and knowledge in one or more fields
which include, but are not limited to: public affairs, law,
economics, accounting,

engineering, finance, natural

resource conservation, energy, or another field substan
tially related to the duties and functions of the

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER—Seeking

candidates
experienced in the management of a multi-facility health
care organization: Experience required in a for profit
behavioral health care arena. CPA required and Masters
degree with proven skills in the areas of planning, leader
ship, team building and decision making. Successful can
didate will enjoy excellent benefits and a competitive
salary while joining the team of a growing addiction and
behavioral health care company. Forward resume with
salary history.

CASH 3
132 459 768
351
878 334 630

Legislative

St. Petersburg, FL 33716

PSCNC, 712

application requests must be written requests. The com
pleted applications must be received in the Committee

NOTICE TO BIDDERS
CITY OFTAMPA FLORIDA
Project 6714: CITYWIDE TENNIS COURT IMPROVEMENTS FY ‘97
Sealed Proposals will be received by the City of Tampa no later than 1:30 pm, August 22,
1997 in the 4th Floor Conference Room, Tampa Municipal Office Building, 306 E Jackson
Street, Tampa, Florida, there to be publicly opened and read aloud.
The proposed work is to include, but not be limited to, resurfacing of existing asphalt ten

Behavior Tech—Entry level counseling and nursing sup
port positions. Monitor clients’ activites. AA degree in

will not be considered.

counseling or related field.

ATTENTION
* ?. W*f Having problems with:
Zoning • Board of Adjustment (BOA)
Environmental Development Commission
:
(EDC) • Code Enforcement
\ ,
Building Dept. - Permits

’ Consult with us first. Call for an ,
appointment nou\

lation of perimeter concrete curbs at courts and all associated work required for a complete pro

WAG DESIGNS

The Instructions to Bidders, Proposal, Form of Bid Bond, Agreement, Fontt of Perfor

2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712

(813)327-1935

da 33602. Copies of the Plans and Specifications may be obtained upon the refundable payment

gJB|KlR|P-<giPlelraa!giel@leleliglglE!lBtg;jgigi;ar^lBigigi@iB!BlglBfgjgl@jglBlgl@l@igi@fglBl@iaaiBiBiBiaiEligigigllBI|

of $60 for each set. Deposits are refunded if documents are returned n good condition within 15

tract Docianents, but pot reprinted in the Specifications) are available for an additional payment

Reply to:

nstallation of new water coolers,
installation of new court awnings,
at

courts.

5,

1997,

2:00 pm

separate deposit check).
Each Proposal must be submitted on the Proposal form included in the Specifications and
mijst be accompanied by a certified check or cashier’s check on a solvent bank or trust compa

Laborers
Carpenters
Form Carpenters
Equipment Mechanics
Equipment Operators
Truck Drivers

ny in compliance with Section 255.051, Florida Statutes, made payable to the City ofTampa in
an amount of not less than 5 percent of the total bid, or a Bid Bond, of like amount, on the form
set forth in the Contract Documents, as a guarantee that, if the Proposal is accepted, the Bidder
will execute the Proposed Contract and furnish a Performance Bond within ten (10) days after
receipt of Notice ofAward of Contract
The City ofTampa reserves the right to reject any or all Bids ano to waive any informali
in the Bid and/or Bid Bond.
Acceptance or rejection of Proposals will be made as soon as practicable after the Propos

als are received, but the City reserves the right to hold Proposals for ninety (90)dayS from the

viction for a public entity crime may not submit a bid on a contract to provide any goods or ser
vices to the public entity, may not submit a bid ori a contract with a public entity for the con

CONTACT:

274-8773
PROJECT:

4880;

Luther

SR574
King,

Jr.

Improvements

Operation PAR, Inc

DATE:

Human Resources Job Code 91016,’

ESTIMATE:

10901-C Roosevelt Blvd, Suite 1000
EOE/DFWP

BID

August 19, 1997
$600,000
$60.00

SCOPE:

Construction of roadway and sig
nalization improvements.

PRE

August

Human
Resources—
Assistant needed for cleri
cal and secretarial duties.
Min. 3yrs. gen. office skills
w/one yr. exp. in H.R.
Reply to Operation PAR,
Inc., Human Resources Job
Code 4Q704, 10901-C
Roosevelt Blvd., Suite
1000,
St. Petersburg,
Florida 33716 EOE/DFWP

Substitute
TeacherNeeded for Summer and
Fall to work in a preschool
setting. Hours vary monthto-month. Fun place to
work. Contact Tonya at
(813) 538-7244 or Katrina
at
(813)
893-5444.
Operation
PAR,
Inc.,
EOE/DFWP

SB, OOO JOBS
AVAILABLE NOW
One Could Be Yours!

5,

CONTACT:

1997,

2:30

Steve

pm
Hiza,

Engineer and Project Manager,
274-8998
Pre-Bid Conference(s) are held in
the 4th Floor Conference Room.
The Plans and Specifications for the
work may be examined at.
copies may be obtained from, the
Department of Public Works, Muni
cipal Office Building, 4th Floor
North, City Hall Plaza, Tampa
Florida 33602, (phone, (813) 2748721) upon the refundable payment
of the indicated deposit for each set.
Copies of Standard Forms and
Provisions, (a part of the Contract
Documents, but not reprinted in the
Specifications), are available for an
additional charge of $15 each
Mailing is available for an addition
al charge of $10 per set. Checks
should be made payable to the City
ofTampa.
Documents can also be fnade avail
able for review (only) at the City of
Tampa’s Community Affairs Office
upon request. Copies of the Women/Minority Business Enterprise
Program and Directory may be ob
tained with the Plan and Specifica
tions..'

is seeking applicants to fill the following
full-time positions:

payable to the City ofTampa. (Refundable deposits to be in check form. Each project requires a

,
list MtoORgfe Con

PRE-BID

James E. Jackson, Jr. City Architect,

DEPOSIT:

CALADESI CONSTRUCTION COMPANY

of $15 each. Mailingis available for an additional chaige of $10 per set. Checks should be made

Mm

windscreen,

Boulevard) and North Boulevard

t'rdtzl[2lp.lf2igiBifaiaiaiBlRi[?iafzl!2li2fB

ject in accodance with the Contract Documents.

days after bid opening. Copies of Standard Contract Forms and Provisions (a part of the Con

new

BID CONFERENCE: Tuesday,

etc. at asphalt courts, installation of new water coolers, installation of new court, awnings, instal

of the Department of Public Works, Municipal Building, 4th Floor, City Hall Plaza, Tampa, Flori

Resurfacing of

rails, gates, etc. at asphalt courts,

(Martin

St. Petersburg, FL 33716

nis courts, with new court striping, new windscreen, painting of perimeter fence, post, rails, gates,

mance Bond, Specifications, Plans and other Contract Documents may be examined at the office

Responsible for curriculum
& multimedia design &
development for a program
which includes the design
of graphics, audiovisual
presentations, textbooks,
manuals & instructional
aids. REQUIREMENTS:
Bachelor's
degree
in
instructional system design,
adult education, curriculum
planning or related field;
Master's degree preferred.
Five years exp. in computer
information & multimedia
development
including
desktop publishing exp. TO
APPLY:
Request
an
employment application by
e-mail (wrightk@email.
spjc.cc.fi.us), FAX: (813)
341-3223, or Phone (813)
341-3311 and return it w/ a
cover letter & resume by
the deadline to Human
Resources, St. Petersburg
Junior College, 8580 66th
St. N„. Pinellas Park, FL.
33781 DEADLINE: August
29, 1997. EOE

nstallation of perimeter concrete

social sciences. Exp. in substance abuse treatment, detox

Rrfore buy in/!, building or rerun nt ing
commercial or residential properly \

...
.
iiasWi ^IfrceWrWJ convicted

striping,

For more information, visit thfe office located at:
8720 - 115th Ave. No., Largo, FL

CAR-JACKING I
FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms

Join a Winning Team!

CALL

AUTO SECURITY

NAVY

-N-

For more Information, call 1-800-USA-NAVY.

tor or consultant under a contract with any public entity, and not transact business with any pub

391-0143

lic entity in excess of the threshold amount provided in Section 287.017, for CATEGORY TWO

Section 287.133 Florida Statutes.
Bidders on City Of Tampa construction1 contracts shall cbmpty with the Women and Mi
nority Business (W/MBE) procedures attached to the ‘ Instruction to Biddets’ beginning on page
MBE-1. .
- In order to enhance, equal opportunities for W/MBE participation in the City ofTampa con
struction contracts, the City has undertaken the following simultaneously with the advertiserfient
lor bidders:
A) Segmented the proposed contract work to the extent that is consistent with similar con-

: - women and minority-owned businesses.

If you have information that
might make a good article for
this paper, send it in, and we'll
try to use it in an upcoming
issue.

PHOTOS BY
BILL THOMAS
For All Your Photo Needs

tracts previously performed to identify reasonable subcontracting opportunities for

B) Provided written notification of the advertisement and the potential segmentation for

& working w/printers,
including computer exp.
Knowledge of computer
graphics & page layout 'and
of computer software arid
techniques used in graphic
arts field. Knowledge of
Mac computers & related
software. Good drafting,
interpersonal & proofread
ing Skills. Exc. benefits
package. APPLY IN PER
SON: Human Resources,
St. Pete Jr; College, 8580
66th St. N., Pinellas Park
from 8 am to 2:30 MonFri. Deadline: August 8,
1997. EOE

(813) 323-5959

Send Us News!

for a.period of 36 months from the date of being placed on tire convicted vendor list” Refer to

BILL THOMAS PHOTOS

specific subcontractor opportunities to all certified W/MBEs consistent with Scope of
Work, the City’s Division of Community Relations, the Housing Opportunity Center.
In addition, the City’s Division of Community Affairs written notification will make
arrangements tor notification and announcements in local minority-owned media, will
distribute flyers and make appropriate personal contact.

CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATE $60,000

Weekly Challenger *896-2922
Home - 825-0384
dhurch Events * Banquets
School Activities * Weddings
Sorority or Fraternity Activities
Sports * Reunions

Dick A,Greco, MAYOR
CITY OF TAMPA, FLORIDA

CALL AHYT]ME
CAY OR MIGHT!

GRAPHIC ARTIST
Associate
degree
in
Graphic Design. Three
years exp.; in production Mp

- SOUND
1427 34th St S.

8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. Monday - Friday

R E S E A R C H
ASSISTANT: Bachelor's
degree, including coursework in computer applica
tions & statistics. Three
years exp. w/statistical
analysis/research projects
required. Knowledge of Mac
& IBM computers & famil
iarity w/database & statisti
cal software. Exc. benefits
package. APPLY IN PER
SON: Human Resources, St.
Petersburg Junior College,
8580 66th St. N„ Pinellas
Park, FL 33781 between
8:00 am- 2:30 pm, Mon. Fri. DEADLINE AUGUST
8,1997. EOE

Is A Dangerous Problem j

struction or repair of a public building or public work, may not submit bids on leases of real prop
erty to a public entity, may not be awarded or peform work as a contractor, supplier, subcontrac

Vitamin A Saves Children’s Eyes and Lives
Right now, we have the power to
save the eyesight—-in fact, the livesof millions of children around the
world by giving each of them a little
pill.
The little pills are standard vita
min A capsules in a therapeutic dos
age of 200,000 International Units

NEW SAVE UP TO 80% ON 1

Dental-Vision
Prescriptions

(IU).

Signing Up.______

xerophthalmia, a disease that leads to
blindness, and also improve a child’s
resistance to other potentially fatal
diseases.
That’s exactly what Helen Keller
International currently is doing in part
nership with the world s largest vita
min company, Leiner Health Prod

living/dining, kitchen and master bedroom. Plant shelves in foyer. Mica cabinets,
Kenmore appliances. Ceramic tile in both baths. Landscape and fully sodded lot.

million vitamin A capsules and has

mortality rate in Niger 30%, saving

made' the commitment to wipe out

an estimated 90,000 lives.

xerophthalmia by the end of the cen

FINALLY... UPPER CRUST LIVING THAT DOESN’T
TAKE A LOT OF MONEY!

OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

A

Unique Profession!!
Harids-on care of the
terminally ill.
Accepting Applications
RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)
& HHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)
586-4432
? 300 E. Ba\ Diive.
Largo, FL 337^0-3770

Both Niger and Cambodia are try

tistics remain devastating.

About 2

million children die because of vita
min A deficiency every year, which

“It's simply not possible to

ing to build the capacity to produce

means 5,000 young lives are lost ev

overstate the importance of contribu

their own vitamin A. In Cambodia's

ery day. In addition, approximately

tions to eliminate the shadow of un

case, decades of war have brutally

35,000 children go blind every year
from lack of vitamin A—that’s nearly

tury.

Hospice

Global Challenge—Vitqmin A deficiency is prevalent today in many Third
World countries. It blinds 350,000 and kills 2 million children each year.

ucts, which has already donated 2
• SlZE: 1,284 square feet - 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 2-car garage.
• STANDARD FEATURES: Concrete block/stucco construction. Vaulted ceilings in

(813)866-8106

Providing one such capsule

every 4 to 6 months can prevent

Pre-Established
Rates
$15/month
Household
$9/month; Individual. Over 200
Dental Procedures. Cosmetic
Dentistry & Specialists. Over
12,000 Optical Providers. Eye
Exams & Surgery. Over 35,000
Pharmacy Loc. & Mail Order.
Member/Sales
Applications
Mailed.
Over
10,000/mth

In this era of high cost living, it is good to know that you can expect the concept of the

necessary blindness and death from

disrupted family life and traditional

custom home. Select, or we will select, a plan for you, and let our designers create and

the lives of the world’s most vulner

patterns of planting and eating foods

modify a plan to suit you... Our handsomely styled exterior and the tasteful profession

able inhabitants,” says Susan E.

containing vitamin A. Meanwhile, a

al landscaping of our homes are matched only by the charm and comfort of the interior

Burger, Ph.D., Nutrition Director ot

helping hand is vital to preserve life

the New York-based aid group.

and sight.
In other countries, such as the

min A deficiency are to teach pedple

Intervention and Awareness

Phillipines, the main objective is to

to eat green leafy foods and carrots,

Availability of vitamin A capsules

increase awareness of nutritional de

has enabled Burger’s organization to

ficiency and help developing nations

respond effectively to emergencies

incorporate eye care into their na

such as the flight of millions of

tional health systems.

Rwandan refugees and the drought in

cent National Micronutrient Day, vi

time, and poor agricultural conditions

tamin A capsules were dispensed to

in some developing countries, such as

Chihuahua, Mexico. They also have
had an enormous impact op countries

93% of the preschool children in the

Niger and Cambodia, prohibit the

such as Niger and Cambodia, where
Al

entire country.
Although the remedy for nutri

ready. distribution of the essential

tional blindness and death seems

nutrient has helped bring down the

straight-forward, the worldwide sta

designs. We create with nature in mind... Also, you can receive the same quality in our
room addition designs.
We’re making luxury living more affordable than you may have ever thought possible
as a result of thousands of dollars in discounts.
Sound incredible? Well, in today’s markerit is. In fact, we challenge you to find a more
attractive design and lifestyle for the money. So hurry and compare because demands are
on the rise and here is your only opportunity to enjoy luxury living without spending a
lot of dough.

NOTARY SERVICES & PERMIT
SERVICES AVAILABLE

WAG DESIGNS
A division of WAG Enterprises
2515 15th Avenue South • St. Pete, FL 33712

(813) 327-1935

Architectural Designers
Consultants & Planners
Project Management

|

CURRICULUM DESIGN

1997

painting of perimeter fence post,

Intersection

2-8 7-1 6-3
4-2 8-5 7-6

date of,Opening. ,
;‘A person'ofaffinlr!

August 19,

CONFERENCE: Tuesday, August

notify Sandi Roberts at (904) 488-2194. lf hearing or
speech impaired, dial 1-800-955-8771.

ties

new

curb

office by 5:00 p.m., August 22, 1997. Late applications

If an accommodation is needed for a disability, please

Citywide

existing asphalt tennis courts, with

CFO
10901- C Roosevelt Blvd., Suite 1000

Management Committee -

6714;

Tennis Court Improvements FY 97

$60.00 SCOPE:

Blind Box

tions should write or fax a written request to the Joint
Claude Pepper Building, 111 West Madison Street,
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1400,.FAX (904 922-9866. All

PROJECT:

"C'JAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ESTIMATE: $60,000 DEPOSIT:

Mail Response to: Operation PAR, Inc.
Human Resources Dept, Job Code

Commission. Persons interested in receiving an applica

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor i
Mon., Wed., Fri. On'y
I

Sealed bids will be received by the
City of Tampa on the indicated Bid
Date no later than 1:30 P.M. in the
4th
Floor Conference
Room,
Tampa Municipal Office Building,
306 E. Jackson Street, Tampa,
Florida, for the following projects:

BID DATE:

|

Please make response

3ITY OF TAMPA, FLORIDA

vitamin A deficiency is severe.

During a re

1,000 a day.

Long and Short Terms
"The long-term solutions to vita

helping them grow these foods for
themselves, and fortify ing staples such
as milk, flour and rice with Vitamin
A,” says Burger. "But education takes

growth of enough vitamin A-rich
foods.

For now, the quickest and

most efficient way to intervene is by
distributing vitamin A capsules.”
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MANUFACTURER'S COUPON GOOD JUIV 23 - JUIV 29, 1997

when you buy *50^ ofgr5£erles

This ad is effective in the following Florida counties only
Highland, Hardee, Hernando, Hillsborough, Manatee,
Pinellas, Pasco, Polk, Sarasota, Lee, Desoto, Collier,

and use your
$5.00 d/y

it does riot apply to rtierchand
er; before'ex after'tax/as te< Viire
plus 8 cents handlms (fused n
>ro<JuftiOh, i rsnstituti's fra.»• J
L
transferable
Void where prohibited, taxed,
< ents Customer must pay sales tax
Send ce
row total

Tampa

at mot He discounted
The discount af
,
IO DEALER Tins certificate will He ie
urn e with the offer stated heron, any i>
if COUPON PER TRANSACTION
Certifi
wise restricted
Cash redemption valla,
to MasterCard* PO Box 880476. El Pa*

88588 04 78
TO CONSUMER
One Certificate per purcl
programs and cannot be repla< ed if losr or si
card puicfiase.df $5000 or more at any pa
Certificate redeemable only in tt«; b S
cy 1997 MasterCard International Incrxporated

Division
America's S*<>erm*rket

cates are not valid for ’Double CQupon
ill receive a $5 00 discount-off a MasterCai.
ipermarket that accepts MasterCard card’

Charlotte and the City of LaBelle.
STORE COUPON GOOD JULY 23 - JULY 29, 1997

STORE COUPON GOOD JULY 23 - JULY 29, 1997Xjft/$

SAVE $1.00 OFF
the retail price of

Hickory Sweet
>

1-Lb. Package

—
Regular Price is $2.58
£
WMBaWolXiE
H Cashier handfe"as: Store Coupon Meat

Amartca'i Si y.muriyi
Cashier handle as; Store Coupon Produce
Customer must pay applicable sales tax

Customer must pay applicable sales tax

Limit One Per Customer With $20.00 Or More Purchase

I.imit One Per Customer With $20.00 Or More Purchase

SAVINGS CERTIFICATE GOOD JULY 23 - JULY 29, 1997

STORE COUPON GOOD JULY 23 - JULY 29, 1997

SAVE 60C OFF

W/D BRAND"

the retail price of

“Aged” U.S. Choice,
Whole, Boneless

Hellmann’s

Peeled Beef
Regular Price is $7.98 per Lb
Cashier handle as: Miscellaneous Tender
HCashier handle as: Store Coupon Meat

Customer must pay applicable sales tax

Limit One Per Customer With $20.00 Or Mo re Purchase

Customer must pay applicable sales tax

Limit One Per Customer With $20.00 Or More Purchase

SAVINGS CERTIFICATE GOOD JULY 23 - JULY 29, 199

STORE COUPON GOOD JULY 23 - JULY 29, 1997

^SAVE $2.00 OFF
the retail price of

WZD BRAND1’

individually Quick Frozen

BOneless, Skinless
>
2

40-Oz. Package
Regular Price is $7.98

wasa

T

P Cashier handle as: Store Coupon Meat
-

20-0z. LoaL^sB-^i iO,

S
ffiLMlH WaSfe..
, Regular Price is $ 1.73
Anwrtc*• supermarket
uZashier handle as: Miscellaneous Tender

Jiffr ib8b&
-ilWr

Customer must pay applicable sales tax

Customer must pay applicable sales tax

Limit One Per Customer With $20.00 Or More Purchase

Limit One Per Customer With $20.00 Or More Purchase

SAVINGS «RT!flCAT€ GOOD JULY 23 - JULY 29, 199

SAVE 5OC OFF
the retail price of
Corn, Canola Or Right Blend

ON DORITOS*l>r^nd Tortilla Chips
(rood on any
anv flavor,
flavor, i.5oz. or larger bags.
Offer good

10 OUR CUSIOWft Coupon good onfy on indented product. UMH ON!
COUPON P!k CUSIOMtt; COUPON HOI ItWfiflltABLt Any olhei u» ronsNtulK
frond (utfiunet poyi coinc lox 10 OUR OtAtlt Fiito-liiy will i t.inbutic Iht
to« wine ol ih» (oopon piw 8< foe Noddling if sohmiiltd in inntplwtue with

2

fftio Lpy i rodemplwti pofey (copies avoiloblt upon regudsll Coih enlut l/W
Mod touporc
D«i

tm

lo

into Loy, Ini., CMS Oopl. P7B40Q, 1 Fowron Oliva,

IX 78840 Void if copied ond wh«« proldbiled, lucorod w regulated

DOinOS ond DOPflOS logo, NACHO CHHSItR and IHf IQUDESl IAS1E
ON

(AtIH vi liodemotks mod hy fillo loy. fix

48-Oz. Bo.ttle

MU

Regular Price is $2.47
- f‘
"Cashier handle as: Miscellaneous Tender

MM

j,

_

lrannmmmB

Customer must pay applicable sales tax

C totol, Im., 1987

Limit One Per Customer With $20.00 Or More Purchase

AVINGS C6RTIACAT6 GOOD JULY 23 - JULY 29, 1997

SAVE 89<P OFF
the retail price of
Hot Fudge Or Cheese
Fudge, Tapioca Or Banana

Handi-Pak

i

Pudding

£

Package of 4

- Regular Price is $ 1 .Q0
WTWrtcw • SMiwnv-rtvwH
Cashier handle as: Miscellaneous Tender

I

ENTENMANN’S

iCrumb Cakes
I 3

Regular Price is $2.87

I

Customer must pay applicable sales tax

Limit One Per Customer With $20.00 Or More Purchase.

ave
$J00 $2.c
When you buy any
25.4 oz. or 33.8 oz.
Clairol Herbal Essences
Shampoo or Conditioner
Hai’e a totally
organic
experience!

Consumer: Imp .wupon pe« pun hove on specified product You poy ony sole’. «o»
Retailer: You ore oulhorued lo u'cl usoui ogenl and redeem.tbs coupon ul Iote volue on
specified product We will reimburse you for the lore volue of this coupon plus fie if coupon
is redeemed ond subm.fted in compl.once with tbs offer and with the Cbuol (near petroled
i Policy Copies ore ovoilnble on icquesf Send coupons to Coupon
Coupon Redemplio
' t 870027 El Po-,6 lexiis 88S87 0077 Vn.d where prohibited.
Redemption Cenlei. PO Box

O to $is.
THIS WEEK AT

WINN-DIXIE
America Supermarket

